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Executive Summary  

The rapid growth in the use of land mobile radio during the 
past decade has greatly increased public awareness of this formerly 
obscure sector of telecommunications. From less than 15,000 
mobiles in Canada in 1961, the mobile population reached approximately 
129,000 in 1971 and is expected to be aproximately double the 1971 
figure by 1980. In addition public radio paging service is now  
provided to about 25,000 individuals and the nunber of 1.1è-e-à---à-5Urd 
easily exceed the two-way radio figure in a very few years. 

There are four significant categories of commercial mobile 
radio service, each of which must be viewed by itself in relation-
ship to interconnection. They are: 

1. Radio Paging - a competitive one-way service provided 
by both independent operators and wireline carriers 
non-interconnected manual operation and interconnected 
automatic operation respectively. There are powerful 
incentives in the form of operating economics and 
spectrum utilization for seeking interconnection of the 
independent public paging systems. 

2. Multi-user private dispatch - through a community 
repeater. This accounts for about 90% of Canadian 
Restricted Common Carrier Mobile Radio Service 

' (RCCMRS) activity. It does not appear to be a 
candidate for interconnection. 

3. Multi-user message relay radio service - operated 
in conjunction with a landline answering service. 
About 10% of Canadian RCCMRS activity is of this 
type - operating under rather primitive manually 
interfaced conditions. Interconnection is desirable 
from the standpoint of spectrum utilization, sub- 
scriber convenience and operator economics. 

4. Private commercial radio - a mixed bag with diversified 
usage and varying needs. Many users (probably most) 
will have no desire for interconnection. A few may. 
Interconnection should be treated on a case by case basis . 	. 
within a general policy framework. 

This group includes agencies providing eMergency services 
which are currently permitted interconnection of customer 
provided base stations by some carriers. However, in 
Bell Canada territory, at least, almost all of the 
interconnected services in this category use carrier 
provided equipment. 

A fifth category, the public mobile radio telephone service 
(MTS) is a network-connected carrier offering which makes 
provision for customer provided mobile equipment. It is touched 
only briefly in this paper. 

• • • 	2 



Distinction should be made, in discussing mobile radio 
services, between local, i.e. intra-city operations and long, haul 
or inter-city operations. It seems reasonable to expect, as is 
current practice among U.S.A. telephone common carriers, that 
telcos could prevent intra-city mobile radio systems from toll 
bypassing.by  suitable terms incorporated in any interconnect 
contract. 

There are about 120 public commercial radio paging transmitters 
in Canada, with frequent new entries into the field. About 20 of 
thèse are operated by the common carriers - the remainder are 
provided by independent operators. 

DOC user surveys indicated that the paging subscriber operates 
within the typical 20 mile (or so) reliable coverage radius about 
97% of the time, and has no apparent interest in long haul paging. 
Paging services as they have developed to date, System Wide Area 
Paging (SWAP) excepted, have for the most part been established  té  
serve a local area only. 

About •12% of the independent public commercial paging 
operators, have  made représentations  to the DOC for inter-
connection since early 1972. • These representations have varied 
in form fram routine applications for licence, through com-
prehensive briefs, up to written and heated appeals for the 
Minister to intervene. There has been one known threat of 
litigation, and one operator at least is reputed to have a dial 
interconnect terminal installed, presumably poised to inter-
connect at some future time. Another operator has apparently 
devised a method of providing his customers with direct access 
to the paging terminal without resorting to a physical inter-
connection. This sector is exhibiting considerable unrest and 
the situation warrants the early attention of the DOC. 

Manual operation of public paging terminals increases 
the operating costs and reduces the potential for efficient 
utilization of radio channel capacity. A manually operated 
system might need five channels to serve a mere 3% of the 
subscribers that could be accommodated on a interconnected 
terminal using one channel with up-to-date digital techniques. 
These factors are generally reflected in higher charges to 
the subscribers. As the demand for paging increases they will 
reflect in increased demand for spectrum. It is worth noting 
that one interconnected paging terminal using modern digital 
techniFies can handle about four times as many subscribers 
as currently exist in all of Canada! 

In the case of one-way radio paging and two-way Message 
Relay Services, the issue is not primarily one of customer 
provision of terminals. Rather it is that network access in 
any form is completely denied to independent service 
companies. It is recommended that, as a first step in liberal-
ization, the  .DOC should encourage the federally regulated 
common carriers to permit interconnection of non-carrier owned 
terminals at reasonable costs, for public commercial radio paging. 



SECTION I  

INTRODUCTION 

The first phase of an inquiry, in which the Department of 

Communications has been engaged, concluded with the publication 

in November 1972  of the "Working Paper on Possible Interconnection 

of Non-Carrier Owned Terminal Equipment and Terminal Systems to the 

Public Switched Networks". This paper, which is part of the second 

phase of the inquiry, deals with the possible interconnection of 

" Land Mobile Radio facilities to the public switche • network. 

The Carterphone case in the U.S.A. in 1968 revolved around 

a mobile radio interconnection issue. The per capita usage of 

mobile radio in Canada, although only about half of the current 

per capita usage in the U.S.A., is nevertheless now slightly 

greater than it was in the U.S.A. when the Carterphone case erupted. 

Similar pressures for mobile interconnection are developing here. 

Land Mobile radio services can be subdivided into five general 

categories. Although the basic hardware, excepting paging receivers, 

is the same in all categories, the social and economic considerations 

related to interconnection with the.Publid network differ_signifibantly 

from  one 'service  category to . another. .eds- pppei..ex -aminesthe 
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including toll bypassing and regulatory implications of 

connection are included in Appendices "G" through I j 	... 

inter- 

following four categories: 

1. 	Radio Paging Services 
„ 	( 

2. Multi-User Shared Private Dispatch Services/  

3. Multi-User Shared Message Relay .  Services 	; 

4. Private Mobile Services 

These four categories are defined more fully in Appendices 

C,D, E and F. Base stations in the first three categories are 

licensed formally in the Restricted Public Commercial Service and 

the fourth is licensed in the Private Commercial Service. The 

portable receivers in the Radio Paging Services are exempted from 

licensing. 

The fifth category, Public Mobile Telephone Service (MTS), 

commonly known as General Land Mobile Radio Service (GLMRS) 

is provided by the telephone common carriers exclusively and 

allows full access to the public telephone network. For 

several years the carriers have permitted the use of compatible • 

customer owned and maintained mobile radios in the service. 

Since a form of interconnection of customer provide4 equipment 

already exists this category of service has received only brief 

mention in this paper. 

Background information on land mobile radio in general 

and on the first four service categories listed above, is 

provided in Appendices "A" through "F" . General considerations 



TECHNICAL STANDARDS FOR -INTERCONNECTION 

Preservation of network integrity is a national objective 

which must be met in any interconnection arrangement. The 

preparation of network interface specifications and hardware type 

approval standards are already underway for passive (network non-

addressing) devices. Preliminary draft network interace1  standards 

for paging terminals have been drawn up by an outside consulting* 

firm and, subject to carrier•  acceptance, could serve as a basis 

for appropriate hardware type approval specifications. 

CONTRACTUAL CONSIDERATIONS  

It is not only essential to interconnected public paging 

and mobile radio operations that the carrier's interests be 

protected, but also that the interconnecting company have some 

assurance that it .can indeed be provided with the required 

facilities. For example, blocks of C.O. numbers in the case 

of network outpulsing or alernatively the provision by the 

telephone company of data (DTMF) pads on paging subscribers' 

telephone instruments must be available on time to accommodate 

existing and future requirements. 

It follows that the telephone companies•must be - able-.to:quote . 

 contractual rates for Central Office codes, trunks and .accéss - . 

lines, one pads and sO forth. • 	
• 

CRC Consultants R.K. Walker & R.J. Crowder, Brampton, Ontario 
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Sample contracts similar to that employed between one 

major U.S. Bell system company and the independent "radio 

carrier" are included in Appendices "1" and "J". 

... 5 • 
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'SECTION II 

RADIO PAGING SERVICES 

Value of -Interconnectioli 

Background information on Radio Paging Services is 

contained in Appendix C. One of the strongest  arguments for 

interconnection of radio paging services has been advanced 

in the form of allegations that the protected common carrier is 

using its monopoly privileges to suppress competition in a 

non-monopoly segment of its operations. The independent paging 

service is frequently competing with the telcoYs paging service 

and is kept at a distinct economic disadvantage by having to 

provide manual interface between the telephone network and the 

paging terminal. 

The common carriers have, with few, if any, exceptions 

elected,to provide dial accessed automatic paging services. Their 

customers paging messages are dialed directly to the paging 

terminal and there is no need to have an operator in attendance. 

• The independent paging operator, who under existing rules 

and practices is not permitted interconnection, must operate 

manually and is faced with the greater operating costs. Based 

on amortizing the investment in the interconnect terminal over a 

5 year period, the equivalent annual cost at present day interest 

rates  of 'a 1,000 capacity terminal would be about $4000. By way 

of comparison, annual cost of keeping a minimum of one  operator 



in attendance around the clock 7 days a week is about $40,000. 

This becomes significant, especially for those operations serving 

only a few customers. Interconnection would virtually eliminate 

this operator expense, except in cases where the operator's 

presence is required to perform some other function or functions 

not directly related to paging. 

It seems reasonable to expect that the telephone companies can 

pass their savings on to the subscriber and this is supported by 

the fact that the telcos paging offerings are generally $5.00 to 

$9.00 per month lower than those of the independents. Although 

there is no guarantee that interconnected independents would 

reduce rates, there is evidence that this has happened in the U.S.A., 

where some unregulated independents are charging as little as 

$15.00 per month for interconnected paging services. 

Apart from monetary considerations, paging subscribers 

appear to have no real preferences and seem equally satisfied 

whether subscribing to manually operated or fully automatic 

services. However e  there can be little doubt that, if lower 

rates were assured, the automatic services which could be 

provided through interconnection would be the more attractive 

alternative. 

Traf fic Load  

Since the public telephone system is the only means by which 

the subscriber initiates a paging request, whether the service is 

interconnected or not e  denial of interconnection does not relieve 

the network of traffic, Furthermore, the carriers themselves are 

7 
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promoting interconnected services. This indicates that they are 

not fearful of overloading facilities nor of running out of 

central office codes. 

Toll Lly:Eassim 

If prevention of toll bypassing (see Appendix G) is agreed to

•be in the public interest, some effective form of prohibition will 

be required where the potential for toll bypassing exists. Paging 

terminals however, do not have facilities for addressing the network, 

nor for providing two-way conversation. The threat to the carriers 

in lost toll revenue is not apparent with paging, where very little 

of the traffic is long distance. 

It seems reasonable to expect that tariffs filed by the 

carriers or individual interconnection contracts with public 

paging enterprises could contain a proviso whereby interconnection 

privileges were subject to appropriate "no toll bypassing clauses" 

Alternatively, the radio licence night be issued, subject to 

such a clause. Should interconnected paging operations be brought 

under the purview of a regulatory agency, the latter might impose 

similar restrictions. 

. As a fact of life, the.few paging calls that .WOuld originate 

Ifrom.a-distant point•could be made by Direct Distance Dialling 

(DDD),. •  if  interconnection weré permitted, probably - much.  more 

economically than would be the case With-radio links Or dedicated 

private wire lines.« At leaSt on major  independent paging.companY 

in the U.S.A. has expressed such a preference.: 



Summary_baA2:22:.9Ang, 

'Public commercial radio paging  services are  proVided on a 

competitiVe basis  and are not intended to be a monopoly service 

like telephone. Both the common carriers and independent coMpanies. 

provide such services, with the latter in the majority .. HThe .'  

independents have Shown considerable initiative in providing service 

in the smaller communitieS. The telephone companies have tended  to  

serve larger areas initially and move into the smaller onèS after: the 

market has been developed by the independent. Telephone companieS 

in the prairie provinces have not provided paging services.- 

The paging Subscriber gains access to the paging transmitter 

by the public telephone network. Only the paging services provided 

by the common carriers are permitted interconnection . to  the public , 

network. Independent companies musti.because of the carrier's 

refusal to.interconnect, maintain a human operator in attendance 

to take calls and manually activate the paging transmitter. 

The carriers' practice of denying interconnectiàn to independent - 

.radio paging facilities suggests that'they .may be using powers .  that' 

have.been aCquired for their monopoly Services t6 restrain - competition 

in a sector which is not and was not intended:to be a mbnopoly service. 

The issue is more fundamental than that of private Ownership vis-a-vis 

carrier ownership. It involves,the provision of a service, 

automatic .,dial access to the paging encoder i . which Currently is not 

available to independent  paging.  service  oPerators. 	- - 

The independent paging company incurs much higher operating, 

expenses in wages and salaries, .than would be the case with inter-

Connected terminals. This one fact argues.Strongly . for inter- 

• 0 0 
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connection. It is believed that communities as small as 2,500 

population might produce 50 paging subscribers. With interconnection, 

50 subscribers could form the base for an economically viable 

operation. Without interconnection, these small communities may be 

denied paging service indefinitely. 

"Tone only" paging terminals fully compatible with North American 

telephone networks with capacities Of from 10,000 to 100,000 sub-

scribers are available and in use throughout the U.S.A. and by 

Canadian Common Carriers. There is already a small Canadian 

manufacturing base but its market is mainly in the U.S.A. The 

terminals are essentially passive (network non-addressing) and network 

integrity can certainly be preserved by the use and enforcement of 

adequate standards. 

Thus interconnection has the potential for economically in-

creasing radio spectrum utilization by as much as 100 rtimes  on a 

single channel. Interconnected "tone only" paging can reduce 

telephone network hold time to about 20% of that required in a 

manually operated service. The use of technologically up to-date 

equipment, on an interconnected basis, would make it possible to serve 

Canadas largest cities on a single channel for the forseeable future. 

Sharing of terminal and transmitter facilities by two or more paging 

entrepreneurs would be quite practicable and would ease spectrum 

congestion in the large metropolitan areas. 	' 

The recent emergence of a device which provides no functional 

benefit, but which legally gets around the carriers  f tariffs, has 

opened the door for independents to get the equivalent of inter-

connected paging service. The carriers probably  have nothing to 

gain at this time by continuing to deny interconnection. However, if 

such interconnection occurs with no overall guidelines, the potential 

economies in spectrum and land  line usage may never be realized. 

... 10 
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SECTION  III 

MULTI-USER SHARED DIRECT DISPATCH PRIVATE 	MOBILE RADIO 

Need to Communicate With The Telephone Network 

Based on subscriber opinion surveys, the typical direct 

dispatch subscriber does not want his vehicle operators to have 

direct access to the telephone network. Since his radio system 

is used almost exclusively to direct the business activities of 

the mobile fleet, he considers that it is of the utmost im-

portance that he maintain personal control. This control would 

be seriously jeopardized if the public, including the customers 

of the business were able to talk directly by telephone to vehicle 

operators. 

• 

A very few subscribers indicate that controlled access to 

the telephone network from the vehicle would be of some value 

to one or two executives with radio equipped cars, but not at the 

expense of exposing the entire fleet to the telephoning public. 

. The potential for using private dispatch mobile system s . 

for emergency alternate communications in a time of disaster such 

as flood or storm could in fact be jeopardized by unnecessary 

routing through the switched network. .Not only do'networks and 

switching centres sometimes fail in earthquake, storms or floods, 

but traffic tends to overload with the risk that the switching 

centres may not be capable of handling. it- 

• - 11 
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In their reply to FCC Docket 18262, Motorola Inc. made 

the following comments, "many types of private dispatch land mobile 

systems may be used to meet the need for communications when 

wireline systems and switching centers fail, but only if private 

dispatch systems are not dependent on the wireline system or a 

switching center". 

There is no compelling reason for wholesale interconnection 

of the remote dispatch class of service. This is further 

substantiated by the fact that in the U.S.A. private dispatch 

"community repeater" operations have continued to thrive alongside 

of interconnected two-way public services, catering to those needs 

which are peculiar to their subscribers. 

Although interconnected two-way radio systems could 

have their place in fulfilling a different user need, as discussed 

below and in Section  IV,  it would be an error to assume that the 

exisiting private dispatch type of service can be replaced by an 

interconnected service. 

Alternatives ' to'Ràdio"CoMmon Carrier :Base« 'Station I'nterconnecti on  - 

There is, however, within the community of Private Dispatch 

RCCMRS subscribers, a small number of people whose business 

activities would benefit from some form of access to the public 

switched network. If the special needs of this minority group are 
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to be met, some economical means of doing so, without destroying 

the working efficiency of existing multi-user systems, must be found. 

There are two alternatives which might accomplish that objective. 

One of these alternatives has been in use in the Province 

• of Alberta for a number of years. The Millman's Communications 

Services Limited, which provides private dispatch automatic re-

peater services, under Restricted Public Commercial licences 

at a number of locations throughout the province, operates on 

frequency assignments sufficiently close to the General Land 

• Mobile (IWTS) part of the spectrum to permit channel switching, 

• . within a single mobile radio, from the RCCMRS channel to the 

telephone channels. The service, which is used largely by 

firms engaged in oil exploration activities, permits the customer 

to subscribe to public mobile Telephone Service from Alberta 

Department of Telephones if he desires. 

The nature of usage in the Alberta case is understood to 

be such that virtually all MTS calls originate from the vehicle, 

and continuous monitoring of landline to mobile calls is not 

usually done. Such a service would have some of the character-

istics of the "unlisted number" landline service. However, this 

service is used primarily in remote or undeveloped areas where the 

provision of conventional landline is inadequate for normal 

business purposes, and the radio substitutes for landline. 

In the more denselr populated regions of Ontario and Quebec 

as well as the major urban centres throughout Canada, VHF 

•• • 13 
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frequencies which would permit operation as described have long 

since been allocated to other services many of which are municipal 

fire, police etc. Consequently, an allocation of suitable com-

patible VHF frequencies on a nationwide basis could only be 

made at this time by a major disruption involving several thous-

ands of mobile equipments. In less sparsely populated areas, 

such allocations might still be feasible. It is understood that 

the wireline carriers are favourably inclined to this dual service 

arrangement. 

A second alternative would be through the interconnection 

of the subscriber's private dispatch base station. This would 

be done in a manner identical to that discussed in Section VI 

under Private Commercial Services. Provided that adequate safe-

guards are built in to prevent other subscribers on the system 

from making unauthorized use of the interconnect subscriber's 

facilities, it wculd have identical implications to that of an 

interconnected private system operating on a private dedicated 

channel. This would be technically easier to accomplish because 

there would be no need to reallocate frequencies. However, an 

interconnected subscriber talking at length over the telephone 

network could substantially impede the normal use of the system 

by other subscribers. Because of the absence of significant 

expressed need for this form of network access by remote dispatch 

subscribers, it does not appear to be worthwhile considering it 

'... 14 
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at this time. Should  future  demand become'sufficient that 

reasonable loading of a channel dedicated.exclusively to this. 

type of interconnected subscriber, could be achieved, it might be. 

feasible to permit it. 

smimn  of Multi-User Direct Dis atch 

The multi-user private dispatch facility provided by 

RCCMRS licensees fills a very distinct need in the early growth 

stages of a small scale business. It provides a means whereby the 

private user can get mobile radios into operation with little or 

no time delay, with an extensive zone of reliable coverage which 

otherwise he might not wish to or could not afford. During his 

growth period, it affords him a means of dispatching and 

controlling company vehicle operators with a degree of efficiency 

very close to that which might be achieved on a dedicated private 

channel. 

The need for instant access to the channel, consistent with 

efficient channel Utilization precludes any. form of dialling, or 

working through an operator, that would.be  imposed if. dispatching 

were to be routed through the public switched telephone network'?  

The degree of subscriber dissatisfaction,that can be anticipated. 

in such- circumàtances would be a serious negative factOr in such 

a service.' 

... 15 
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Furthermore, unnecessary routing through the switched 

network could, in times of emergency or disaster where wire line 

systems and switching centres fail, result in the radio system 

being taken out of service where it might otherwise provide an 

alternate means of emergency communications. 

Interconnection of multi-user private dispatch systems 

main RCCMRS base station to the switched network appears to be 

operationally undesirable. In those few cases where network 

access is occasionally desired, it can be accomplished by one of 

the alternatives discussed in the preceding sub-section. 
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SECTION IV  

MULTI-USER RADIO SERVICE WITH MESSAGE RELAY  

Need to Communicate With The Telephone Network  

This service, is currently provided as a Restricted 

' Common Carfier Mobile Radio Service, and is described in Appendix 

E. 

Subscriber surveys indicate that there is definite disatisfaction 

with the verbal:relaying of, conversations between landline and mobile 

. radio.  Often the subject matter is technical in nature and the  

operator does not understand the content or terminology that is 

being relayed, rendering the communications unreliable and time 

• consuming. 

The RCCA has emphasized the same points in their submission 

to the DOC. From the standpoint of spectrum utilization, there is 

little doubt that the elimination of the operator interface would 

result in a significant improvement, although it cannot be expected 

that channel capacity would ever be equal to that achieved by the 

remote dispatch type of service. 

An overwhelming argument for interconnection of this service 

arises from the fact that message relay service subscribers, by 

... 17 
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the very nature of their business operations, have to communicate 

with landline subscribers. Their traffic is already on the net-

work, being handled in an inefficient and time consuming manner. 

At least for them one of the first effects of interconnection would 

be to reduce both landline and radio hold time for the same volume 

of traffic. 

The MTS services traditionally provided by the carriers; with •  

no facility for message holding and relaying. can not fill the peculiar 

needs of this sector any more than a one-line business service alone 

can substitute for an anàwering service, since tha,subscriber is 

Chronically absent from the vehicleland doeS not want to  have hip 

calls go unanswered. At the same time, some telephone Carriers -  are- not 

, permitted to provide these kinds of Service. For - eXample, Bell : 

 .Canada's General Regulations, Rule 3 and Rule '42 precludes  Bell. 

from assuming responsibility for,  the transmissioh.of . 'intelligence 

.(See Appendix,K). B.C. Telephone  Company', on  the .other-hand is 

permitted to relay messages. It is not apparent that the, regulatory 

agency would deny such authorization if a telephone.company were to 

. ask for it. 

Ori9in of Traffic  

Discussions with operators of interconnected message relay 

systems in the U.S. indicate that in that environment, most of 

the traffic is between vehicle and landline and that 75% of it 

originates in the vehicle. 

... 18 
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Scope of Service  

The subscriber to message relay class of service, under 

existing rules which do not permit interconnection, rents on a 

time shared basis, a radio channel for purely private purposes 

to communicate between his own mobile station(s) and a land line 

telephone answering service operator. The provision of radio 

facilities, by the (RCCMRS) base station licensee, for private 

purposes is directly analogous to the provision by the telephone 

companies of a time shared private telephone line, physically 

disassociated from the public switched network. 

. Should the RCCMRS•base station, Which provides  message 

relay facilities, become interconnected to the publià telephone 

network, the.whole telephone-world would -be opened to thé sub- • 

scribers. As such the base station licensee- becomes what might 

be described as a.semi-symbiontic common carrier, whose existence 

depends on the wireline carrier with whom his Systen'is Connected. 

The implications of such an arrangement extend into a multitUde 

of social, technical and economic aspects of telecomMunicatiOns. 

some of which are discussed belOw. 

The provision oe communications services to the public 

implies a responsibility on the radio carrier to serve all 

subscribers within his territory of operations, who apply for 

service, 24 hours a day on a year round basis. He is expected 

to provide, through his own facilities and/or those of associated 

... 19 
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common carriers, a reliable technically compatible hook-up between 

his subscribers and any other subscriber-to-landline telephone 

or interconnected mobile services. To be consistent with modern 

telephone concepts of service his subscriber must be  able  to 

access any other subscriber through a single instrument. In other 

words, the provision of services must not be fragmented to the 

point that any subscriber would have to subscribe to more than one 

mobile radio service within his local calling area in order to 

communicate with the entire community of telephone or interconnected 

mobile telephone users. 

It is implicit in such a service that facilities for 

efficient and accurate customer billing of toll calls, and if 

applicable, local message charges are provided. 

Traffic  Lad  Capability  

In the traditional landline telephone sphere, the making 

of traffic load surveys has become an important function of 

the common carriers. These are carried out to keep a watch-

ful eye on the capability of the communications facilities to 

accept traffic during peak periods. Failure to accommodate the 

load can cause repeated call-ins, tie up the central office 

circuits and generally back-up traffic to the detriment of the 

system. A typical landline objective is that an "all trunks busy" 

signal will not result more than once in one hundred calls. Such 
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a 'capability has generally been achieved by provision of fac-

ilities which in fact lie . idle, a significant part of the time. 

Modern practice is aimed at achieving the desired level of service 

most of the time while recognizing that an office may experience 

overload in an unusual situation. 

Party line service, such as is still common in rural areas, 

results in a somewhat lower level of availability, but typically 

the associated plant remains idle up to 50-60% of the time. Because 

f the vagaries of propagation etc. associated with mobile radio, 

availability of air time is typically no better than 50%. Because 

only one conversation can take place on a channel at a given time, 

•the provision of additional trunks etc. can not contribute to 

increased availability on an interconnected service. Availability 

may be optimized however through a combination of sophistication of 

physical plant and other incentives such as message rate structures 

and/or message time limits which would serve as a mild form of 

rationing of the service. Although the introduction of message rate 

charges in Bell Canada Public Mobile Telephone Services has apparently 

resulted in greater channel availability, U.S. experience on inter-

connected RCC systems seems to indicate that time charges alone have 

•not been an effective deterrent to lengthy conversations, particularly 

among the more affluent subscribers. Fixed time limits on any one 

conversation seem to have been more effective in achieving equitable 

division of channel time between subscribers. 

... 21 
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Easier access to the landline and greater facility in carrying 

on conversations could lead to an increase in the message content 

or the number of messages passed. U.S. experience indicates however 

that-subscribers can be conditioned to accept restrictions on 

message length. Given such restrictions, existing subscribers 

could still be accommodated on a given interconnected channel 

and they would experience significantly greater utility, from the 

service, than they had had prior to interconnection. 

- Network-  Loading  

Since messeage relay class of service already depends on 

landline with manual interface, the immediate result of inter-

connection would probably be a reduction in hold time per call 

to about half the present span. However, easier access to and 

from the landline could result in increased calls and could 

attract new subscribers who do not now use mobile radio. 

The potential for overloading central office facilities, 

due to the random presence of too manyEubscribers during peak 

periods, has been cited as one reason for approaching mobile radio 

interconnection with caution. Careful consideration however, leads 

to the conclusion that a radio channel corresponds to one heavily 

loaded business line (trunk). The number of trunks required at 

any one time cannot exceed the number of available radio channels, 

hence the service is inherently not trunk Umîted, but rather 

channel limited. 

. 22 
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At the present time there are theoretically, about 3,200 

• mobile radio channels available. Practical considerations prevent 

any more than about 2000 of these from being used in the largest 

cities. At the present state of affairs all restricted public 

commercial two-way radio operations combined account for only about 

4% of the mobile population, hence would be entitled at the maximum, 

• to about .80 channels. However, based on the conclusions and recommen-

dations of the foregoing section III about 90% of these are not 

candidates for interconnection. The remaining 10% who would benefit 

from interconnection might therefore be expected to use only about 

8 channels. 

It is relatively impossible to predict how many non-users 

of mobile radio might eventually become subscribers to interconnected 

mobile service. In one American city of 220,000 population where 

interconnected mobile service has been strongly promoted, there are 

about 275 subscribers. They are being adequately served on 11 

channels. Approximately 1,200 to 1,500 messages pass through the 

system per day with no message exceeding three minutes duration. 

Should a corresponding per capita usage develop in Canada, Montreal 

might be expected to have about 3,000 such interconnected mobile 

subscribers by 1980. If there were 120 channels available to provide 

a similar level of service, then the central office could be called•

upon to handle 120 radio calls simultaneously during peak periods. 

This would be a relatively minor load in a city of Montreal's size. 

The number of channels required in any other urban area could be 

expected to bear a similar per capita relationship. There does 
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not therefore appear to be any real threat of network overload. 

Discussion's between DOC representatives and one U.S. Bell Company 

which is host to several interconnected mobile operations has 

confirmed that they do not experience overload problems from inter-

connected mobile services. 

Channel Capacity  

Operating experience in fully interconnected U.S. mobile 

operations indicates that a majority of calls (75% originating 

in the vehicle) are completed directly without operator involvement. 

As a result, the time required for a given message content is cut in 

half or less of that required where an operator manually interfaces 

the radio with the landline. From that standpoint, the message ' 

handling capacity of a channel is just about doubled. 

Value' tiÈ 111:téi.eoulléction 

The first beneficiary of interconnection would be the sub-

scriber, who, except when absent from the vehicle, can talk 

directly to a caller without operator involvement. He can also call 

a landline party .  directly. The result is increased privacy and con-

fidentiality as well as greater efficiency of communications. The 

additional psychological factors associated with direct person-to-

person conversation, although not easily evaluated from a quanti-

tative point of view, would be a significant benefit. The effect 

would be a smoother and generally more satisfactory communications 

process with increased information capacity. 
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The other beneficiary would be the independent mobile radio • 

service operator. The provision of optional operator interception 

is one of the strong points that distinguishes the independent from 

the common carrier MTS, consequently the operator can not be eliminated. 

Observation of an interconnected service however, leads to the con-

clusion that the operator load is sufficiently light, even on a 

system of several hundred subscribers, that other duties can be 

shared. Reduced involvment of operators will free them for other 

duties such as landline answering, mobile paging etc., and may result 

in reduced staff requirements and lower operating costs. 

Undoubtedly, the ability to offer interconnected service with 

optional operator handling would stimulate sales and open the door to 

new marketing opportunities for the independent operator. 

Alternatives to Interconnection  

As discussed in Section III, some RCCMRS systems have been 

allocated channels such that the subscriber can readily switch to 

the common carrier provided General Land Mobile channels and thus 

access the public telephone network. For standard production mobile 

equipment, such channels must be within approximately 600 Kilohertz 

of the desired General Land Mobile channels on VHF and about 1800 

Kilohertz on UHF. 
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- These are specialized applications, peculiar to an area where 

landline telephone facilities do not exist and where the bulk of 

_the subscriber's traffic is private dispatch with only  occasional  

need to access the telephone landline. 

Such an arrangement might serve as a second rate alternative to 

full interconnection of message relay services, but would preclude 

operator interception of unanswered landline calls to the mobile 

subscriber. In the heavier populated areas of Canada, where approx-

imately half of the mobile radios operate, frequencies within 600 

Kilohertz of the General Land Mobile Service frequencies have already 

been allocated to other services. Although such allocations may 

still be feasible on UHF, they could only be achieved on VHF through 

a major reallocation program. 

Possible VàriatiOris lu-interCOhheOted Service 'Off erings  

One of the more sophisticated forms of interconnected mobile 

service would be based on the IMTS (Improved Mobile Telephone Service) 

concept which is used extensively in the U.SA. by the common carriers. 

Such a service would provide landline access by simply lifting the 

mobile handset, accompanied by automatic searching for a free channel, 

with aural (and optionally visual) busy channel indications and 

traditional dial tone when an available channel is seized. 

. The mobile unit then, has dial access to the network and the • 

transmitter automatically sends a subscriber - identification code 

26 • 	• 
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which permits automatic ticketing of local message (if applicable) 

and toll charges. 

The full IMTS system permits direct dialling to the mobile 

from the landline without manual operator intervention. If the 

called party (mobile) is out of the vehicle or does not answer, 

within a given period of time a call lamp indicates that there 

has been a call. Other optional features such as horn blowing 

or external lamp lighting are available. 

The IMTS system can be readily adapted to the interconnected 

message relay service. Depending on the operator's preferences, 

other facilities can be added. For instance /  if the mobile subscriber 

does not answer a call within a given time period, it can be made 

to automatically revert to the landline answering service operator 

Nho records the call, takes the message and later relays it to the 

subscriber (who has been alerted by the call lamp) when the latter 

"calls in" to the operator. 

Another variation automatically summons the answering service 

operator if the mobile subscriber lifts the handset, but does not 

begin to dial within a prescribed period. Other options include 

timing devices which audibly warn the subscriber when a basic flat 

rate message time is about to be exceeded, and in the extreme form 

even break the connection when a maximum allowable message time 

has expired! In some cases /  by arrangement with the interconnecting 

landline telephone company, all long distance calls from the mobile 

• • • 27 
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are automatically routed through the telephone company operator to 

enable direct billing by the telephone company. 

• Some subscribers are content with one-way dialling, either from 

mobile to landline or landline to mobile. For these, a somewhat less 

sophisticated system will suffice, in which the answering service 

operator intercepts calls in the appropriate direction and then 

summons the called party making the interconnection by manual switching. 

The subscribers then converse directly without operator monitoring. 

Various combinations of the above and other features are 

possible. In its simplest form, the system could operate as a 

relatively unsophisticated mobile radio working through an 

' answering service operator who intercepts all inbound and out-

bound calls, dials or summons the called party and then manually 

interconnects and disconnects the radio channel and the landline. 

As the number of automatic features are reduced, the less the facility 

resembles the familiar home telephone and privacy, ease of use, 

spectrum utilization and overall subscriber satisfaction suffer. 

There is little excuse, cons,idering the advanced state of avail-

able technology, for interconnecting primitive facilities to the 

network. As a condition of interconnection mandatory service 

standards should be established to ensure that the equivalent 

of IMTS, as a minimum, is provided. 
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Competition With the Common Carriers 

• 	In the event of interconnection, the radio common carriers 

would then in effect be offering a Land Mobile Service operat-

ionally similar to the General Land Mobile Service now provided 

by the telephone companies but without roaming capability. In 

some cases this might result in the provision of mobile tele-

phone services in locations where the telephone companies have 

not seen fit to provide service to-date. In other cases, it is 

to be expected that the radio carrier would be offering service 

in larger urban centres where the traffic handling capabilities 

of the telephone company's mobile telephone service has historically 

been limited. If the message relay services were interconnected 

there w6uld still be two essential differences, namely: 

a. The message relay service would provide an operator to 

answer the landline, take messages and pass them to the 

subscriber. 

b. The message relay service would generally be a community 

service offered within the reliable coverage area of 

a local transmitter (about 25-30 miles radius) whereas 

the general land mobile service oefers roaming privileges 

thoughout all areas served in Canada and the U.S.A. 

It is reasonable to expect that subscribers, who do not require 

:roaming service, may be enticed for one reason or another to leave 
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the telephone company and go to the independent local service. on 

the other hand, if the telephone companies are generally concerned, 

the competition provided might be incentive for them to upgrade 

existing services and market them more vigorously to retain or even 

expand their mobile business. 

Summarylbr Multi-User mess.à5 Belay 'Sorvïde - 

The interconnection to the switched network of two-way 

mobile radio message relay services, operated in conjunction 

with landline telephone answering would provide distinct oper-

ational benefits in the form of efficiencyald convenience to 

existing subscribers and would probably attract new subscribers 

who otherwise would not use two-way radio. Telephone companies 

generally do not offer and, in some cases are precluded by their 

general regulations from providing operator message relay services. 

Such an interconnected service would be limited by the avail-

ablility of radio channels and would not constitute an overload 

hazard on the switched network. 

Network integrity can be preserved=by observing procedures 

and technical standards of performance and network compatibility. 

In the interest of preserving toll services for the common carriers, 

authorization should be confined to the primary,  reliable coverage 

area of the base station and connection with any other systems by 

means of radio link or private network should be prohibited. 

• • • 
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Continued denial by the carriers of interconnection privileges 

for thisçroup does not appear to be justified on an economic 

or competitive basis since the carriers themselves do not provide 

a comparable service. 

Whether or not the operation of such interconnected services 

should be completely under the purview of a government regulatory 

agency is a matter for further consideration and may be influenced 

by the power which the DOC already has or does not have to control 

or limit the scope of such operations. 

..• • • ,31 
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SECTION V 

PRIVATE MOBILE RADIO -SERVICES  

Need.For Interconnection' 

Background information on the Private Mobile Services is 

• contained in Appendix F. It is impossible to generalize on the 

value of interconnection to private systems. The majority of 

them are employed exclusively for dispatching vehicles  • where 

the only person having a need to communicate with the vehicles 

is the dispatcher in the owner's office. 

Most such users do not want their drivers to have access 

to or be reached by the public through the public telephone network. 

Waste of time, unnecessary tie-up of the radio system and intolerable 

loss of control over fleet operations could result. Furthermore 

as with multi-user remote dispatch services, the requirement for 

instant access to the system generally precludes going over the 

switched network as a normal mode of operation. 

On the other hand, there are some categorie's of users to 

whom interconnection would be of considerable value. These are 

discussed in the following subsection. 
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User Categories Which Would Derive Benefit From Interconnection  

Resource development and exploration companies have complained 

that their requests for interconnection of privately owned base 

stations to facilitate mobile access to the landline have been 

consistently denied in Bell Canada territory, although other carriers 

have been reasonably co-operative. This has resulted in some in-

stances in duplication, by radio, of the carrier's facilities all 

the way back to civilization. They maintain that in the frontier 

areas, where no landline facilities exist, or where exploration 

activities are too transitory to justify telephone construction, 

that it is essential that mobile and portable radios have 

interconnection through their base station facilities to the 

nearest telephone network. 

In some instances Bell have offered to provide interconnected 

fixed radio facilites, but under terms apparently less attractive 

than private ownership. In other cases the desired mobile facilities 

simply are not allowed interconnection. 

'There may be other - categories of private Systems , :inwhich 

interconnection would be advantageous'- however,. these arelikely 

to be randOm applications. 

With the lack of privacy that mobile radio now suffers, many 

potential users in highly competitive business activities are 

loathe to use radio, whether interconnected or not. 'Adoption of 

available technology which would assure complete privacy might of 

course drastically change things. 

... 33 
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Network Loading  

Just as in message relay service, network traffic from inter-

connected private mobile radio will be channel (spectrum) limited 

rather than trunk limited. Present state of the art does not permit 

more than about 2,000 channels to be allocated in any given 

geographical area. With the possible exception of two or three 

major metropolitan centres, it appears highly unlikely that most 

of these will be used for many years, certainly not in this decade. 

It is doubtful if as many as 10 6 of the private systems in 

Canada would want interconnection. As a consequence the number 

of interconnected private system channels, even in Montreal or Toronto, 

would probably be in the order of 100 to 120. Even with 100% of these 

seeking network access in peak periods, the effect on the network 

would be minimal. 

Furthermore, interconnection of emergency services to date have 

been predominately for night use only, a factor which could in fact 

result in greater utility being derived from the public network, 

rather than having detrimental effects. 

"Needed Safe'quards  

As in the other services the telephone companies are fearful 

that interconnected radio systems will be used to bypass toll. 

Some large users already have extensive private radio, private tele-

phone and tie-line facilities which bypass toll. It,is questionable 

...34  
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in such cases if any effective method can be found for prohibiting 

a greater amount of toll bypassing through interconnected mobile 

radio. Contractual terms and appeal to user integrity ,  appear to 

be the most suitable means of control. See Appendix J. 

On the other hand the majority of mobile•users have only  one  

base station. Their.  use of mobile radio is confined tà the primary • 

area of reliable coverage Usually from10 to 30 miles radiUs.'' Whiié 

they may be in some cases be  able  to span more than onè local calling 

zone by means'of radio, this ability does not differ from that . 

which is provided by the carriers themselves in the,GenerarLand 

Mobile'Services. However/  in these single base station systems  

'deliberate toll bypassing Which might be accomplished by externally 

linking two or môre interconnected base stations ,  would normally be out 

of the question and economically unfeasible. It does. not therefore 

appear to be nearlyas serious a threat to Cartier:toll revenue, as 

has been represented, • 

It would seem reasonable in private systems to impose contractual 

and/or licensing conditions which specifically prohibit the inter-

connected licensee from selling service to others. 

',Summary  For  Privaté Mobllè •Services.  

Private mobile systems vary widely in size, scope and needs. 

There are justifiable circumstances for interconnection of mobile 

systems operated by emergency service agencies, utilities and 
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resource development organizations operating on the frontiers. 

Other categories of private mobile may or may not need inter- 

connection and most will not want it. 

NetwOrk loading would be channel limited rather . than_trunk, 

limited and IS unlikely to become a problem for the, telephone 

companies*. 

Facilities for toll bypassing are already available to many 

large organizations and it may be necessary to rely on contractual 

terms of interconnection to further restrict it. Prohibition of 

toll bypassing in small systems operating from a single base station 

is not likely ,  to be difficult. 

Network standards and hardware type approval standards similar 

to those required for interconnected public commercial mobile 

services should be adequate to protect network integrity and ensure 

acceptable performance. 

36 
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SECTION VI 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Conclusions  

Public Radio Paging, and Public Multi-User Shared Two-Way 

Radio Services (RCCMRS) are authorized by DOC Restricted Public 

Commercial licences on a competitive basis. Both the monopoly 

telephone carriers and independent operators are engaged in 

providing these services. 

Independent operators providing  Radio Paging Services are at 

a distinct economic disadvantage, relative to the telephone com- 

panies, in that they must provide one or more full-time employees - 

to take messages and encode. the  paging . calls at a:considerably 

greater expense than would be incurred if subscriberà cotild dial 

directly into the .paging terminal. Telephone companies on the-

other hand With few, if any, exceptions provide dial acces to 

their paging facilites. There does not appear'to be any 

justification, other than the 'suppression of competitiOn,,for 

the telcos to continue to deny interconnection to the independents. 

Pressure for.interconnection is building up and. there is evidence . 

that the independentS . may force the issue by,  taking . advantage og 

loop hôlesin the carriers tariffs, by. open defiance brAby. litigation. 

It appears likely.that some of the carriers will take the initiative 

• to résolve the problem., and unless thé DOC sets down some guidelines, 

.the opportunity to:realize potential economies. in spectrtiM usage may ' 

be lost. • • 
... 37 
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Public Multi-User Message Relay Services provide operators 

to intercept and relay messages to and from subscribers. This 

desirable feature, which is not generally provided by telephone 

companies holding RCCMRS licences, fills a definite need for 

small business operators and professionals, and should be encouraged. 

Interconnection of these services with authorization to operate 

within radio range of the base station would further enhance the 

service for the subscriber and would reduce air time and network 

hold time for a given message. Interconnection of such service 

should be authorized subject to providing, at the outset, a high 

standard of service including two-way automatic dialing, automatic 

trunking of channels and privacy. 

•  Most private mobile systems do not have a need for inter-

connection. Some agencies which perform emergency services 

already enjoy limited interconnection privileges. Some other 

organizations to whom interconnection would be valuable are 

denied interconnection. Provision should be made for inter-

connection of private mobile base stations where there is a 

demonstrated need. 

Since the number of mobiles trying to get access to the 

switched network at any one time, will never be greater in the 

worst case than the number of radio channels available, there 

is no danger of mobile interconnection creating an overload on 

the telephone network or in a central office.  • 
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The DOC in the past has functioned primarily as an issuer 

of licences. Technology has advanced significantly over the 

past twenty years and the time is ripe for the DOC to set 

minimum service standards for all public commercial mobile 

radio and radio paging services as well as for private systems 

being authorized to interconnect. 

Rec6mmendatiOns  

1. 	Under existing legislation, the carriers have the 

authority to permit interconnection of independent 

public commercial radio paging services, as a tarif  fed 

offering, subject only to regulatory approval. As a 

pre-legislative measure, it is recommended that the 

DOC: 

Encourage the federally regulated caÈriers to 

permit, through their tariffs, the interconnection 

of non-carrier owned and maintained public radio 

paging terminals for the provision of public 

commercial paging services, subject to compliance 

with DOC technical specifications, service 

standards, and licensing requirements. 

•  Encourage the federally regulated carriers to 

permit, through their tariffs, the interconnection 

of non-carrier owned and maintained public Multi-

user two-way radio systems oefering an operator .  
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attended message relay service, subject to 

compliance with DOC technical specifications, 

service standards and licensing requirements. 

c) Prepare and publish public two-way radio system 

and radio paging system specifications that will 

ensure, through the use of available technologies 

commensurate with the market potential in the 

locale involved, the optimization of, radio channel 

utilization, network hold time and subscriber 

satisfaction. The specifications might allow 

some variability, depending on the nature of the 

individual markets, with the different requirements 

possibly tied to one or more of the carriers' rate 

groups. 

d) Bring the carriers together with the independent 

operators (probably the Radio Common Carriers 

Association of Canada (RCCA) and the DOC to iron 

out suitable contractual  and/or DOC licensing terms 

which would protect the essential interests of all 

parties. 

Leave the choice of endto,end or dial outpulsing 

signalling to be negotiated between the carrier 

and the paging operator. Where end,to-end signalling 

is employed the carrier should provide a DTMF 

(touch-tone) telephone or attach a data type DTMF 

pad to the existing telephone, as a tariffed offering. 
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f) Develop a new licensing plan which provides a 

separate class of licence for each of the three 

services currently being authorized under a 

Restricted Public Commercial license. 

Maintain the existing prohibition on interconnection 

of Multi-user direct dispatch two-way radio services. 

h) Draft minimum service standards aimed at providing 

optimum use of.air time and affording. as a minimum 

"fleet" privacy for subscribers to public multi- 

'user direct dispatch services. 

II At such time as a federal government policy  •on inter- 

connection is embodied in legislation, it is further 

recommended that: 

a) The regulatory agency be empowered to require 

the federally regulated carriers to permit the 

interconnection of the foregoing service. 

g)  

In view of the possibility of severe spectrum 

shortage in the larger metropolitan areas, the 

DOC take the initiative to require independent 

paging operators to share interconnected high 

capacity "tone only" terminal facilities and radio 

frequency channels, as a condition of authorizing 

their interconnection. 

... 41 
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c) 	The DOC authorize interconnected "tone plus voice" 

service to share the channel with "tone only" service 

only in circumstances where the total probable paging 

market is small enough to be handled by one channel. 

Otherwise interconnected "tone plus voice" service 

should be authorized only on channels separate from 

interconnected "tone only" channels. 



APPENDIX A 

History and Scope of Land Mobile Services  

The first significant step toward the achievement of 
satisfactory land mobile radio operation was made in 1928 
when a student, Robert L. Batts and a Detroit policemen 
Kenneth Cox persuaded the Detroit Police Department to 
rebuild their originally unsatisfactory self-excited tràns-
mitter into a crystal-controlled Master Oscillator Power 
Amplifier (MOPA). Simultaneously they solved some of the 
earlier basic receiver problems of instability and lack of 
sensitivity that had contributed to unsatisfactory performance of 
one-way radio networks. In 1933, a New Jersey policeman, Lieut. 
Vincent Doyle became the first to transmit over two-way radio ° 
(REL AM equipment on 33.1 MHz). On October 13, 1937 the Federal 
Communication Commission issued Order No. 19 allocating 29 
VHF channels to law-enforcement agencies (30.50 - 39.9 MHz). 
By this time use of crystal control had become universal in both 
transmitters and receivers. RCA, GE, FM LINK Co, and Motorola had 
entered the field. 

F.M. transmission for land mobile service was introduced 
in North America at an early date. Using one carrier frequency 
for the base station transmitter and another frequency for mobile 
transmitters, the FM system made it possible for several separate 
geographically spaced base stations to operate simultaneously 
without significant interference. Initially, however, receiver 
I.F. selectivity was extremely broad being 50 KHz wide (6dB down) 
and 200 KHz wide (60 dB down).. Furthermore, transmitter deviation 
and spurious radiation were uncontrolled. In those days of uncrowded 
spectrum, these shortcomings did not hamper system performance. 

As late at 1940, there were only a few thousand transmitters 
operating in the U.S. In Canada, use of land mobile radio gained 
momentum after World War II and has grown at a phenomenal rate. 
After a slow start in the first fifteen years, the mobile 
population (see Table 1) in Canada increased from 14,875 in 
1961 to 146,400 in 1972. Growth in any given year has ranged 
from about 14% to over 31% with only two years below about 
20% during that period. In the year ending March 31, 1972, 17,600 
(13.7% growth) new equipments, not including replacements, were put 
into service. 

New technology and new user applications  continue to create 
significant additional demands for spectrum with land mobile 
becoming the - fastest growing sector of'.communications in recent 
years. This increased deman d.  with the':xeèultant indrease in spectrum 
loading brought with it the necessityto further refin&equipment 

• • • 
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design to reduce the interference problem as well as spurious 
transmitter radiation and receiver responses, improve receiver 
selectivity, diminish transmitter noise, minimize desensitization 
and intermodulation interference, and provide instantaneous 
deviation control. Technical improvements, incorporated through 
somewhat higher cost equipment, have halved àhannel spacing of most 
land mobile services, while keeping interference at an acceptable 
level. 

- •The 150-174 MHz band  ' is,  at present time, the most heavily. 	: 
utilized and is approaching saturation in some parts of Canada. 
Consequently the DOC has been discouraging channel assignments in - 
this band and makiùg allocations to a .  greater extent in the 410-420 • 
'and 450-470 MHz bands whiCh are in the .  Ultra high Frequency  Range.  

A breakdown of land'mobile usage by industry Segments:gives 
• some indications of the overall  importance of land:mobile radio to 
industry. (See graphs' No. 1 and No. 2) The transportation-Sector: 
is by far the major, user of mobile (38,000 mobiles in use in 1971). 
and will probably continue to be so..  Taxi services  isone of the 
main user segments 'in the transportation:iéector but growth is limited 

by the fact that Most municipalities keep tight control oVer the 
*number of taxi licences issued.  Construction,  public:administratiOn 
and .services, manufacturing and forestry account  for 'the  larger - 	- 
part of the remainingusers. Growth haé been rapid .and can be 
expected to continué. It is interesting to note hoWever that the 
1973 per capita use of mobile radio in Canada was roughly equivalent 
to the per capita:usage in the U.$.A. some 10 to 12 Years  earlier.. 

Eccnomic 'Importance  : 	 • 
• • 

Mobile radio has beCome a virtually-indispensable,tool. 
to many industrieS.which use motor vehiclesto service:their public. 
For example,.approximately 75% of all taxis operating in Canada, are  
equipped with mobile units ,  and this figure is expeCted,to reach 85% . 
by 1980. Mobile radio  contributes• greatly to-the operational efficiency 
of police, fire departments and trùcking firms. It haà been estiMated 
that  four trucks  with mobile radio  can'perform approXimately the-mbrk . 	. 
of five trucks without mobiles. 	• 

The land mobile manufacturing industry employs approximately 
1,000 people, including about 200 salesmen. Annually the industry 
generates an estimated $18,000,000 in new equipment sales plus an 
additional $7,000,000 to $10,000,000 in replacement sales. Total 
estimated replacement value as of 1972 was about $100,000,000. 

Sources of Hardware  

The suppliers of mobile radio equipment include: 

Motorola - Canadian production supplemented by,  some U.S. imports; 
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General Electric - Canadian production supplemented by some U.S. 
imports; 

•Canadian Marconi - Canadian design and production; 

Pye Electronics - Imported from Great Britain; 

International Systcoms - Canadian owned company, design and man- 
ufacture in Canada. 

E.F. Johnson - Imported from the USA and sold through a Toronto 
distributor with some assembly ,  in Toronto; 

R.C.A. - Imported from the USA and sold though a Vancouver distributor. 

In addition there are 'several minor suppliers including 
Spilsbury and Tindall who import some radio•equipment and 	. 
accessories from the U.S., Great. Britain:, DenMark or Japan,.phis 
one recent Canadian entrant to the manufacturing-scene; Veçtron 
Limited working out of Montreal. Spilsbury and Tindall have 
recently announced its.intention to  design and manufacture 
mobile radio in Canada.  The  Japanese have made onlY slight 
penetration in the, business mobile market, posaibly  'due  to lack 
of effort or interest; 	 • 	- 

Projected Growth 	 • 

In 1961 the Canadian mobile population was cinlY 14,875, 
largely in taxis By 1972 it had expanded to 146;400, with an ' 
arithmetic average growth incremerrt of  23..2% per  year .. In an • . 
eleven year period . it  has increased to approXiMately ten times 
the size of the 1961 figure.. The Economic Poliçy.Planning Unit of the 
DOC has forecast approXimately 100% cumulative:growth by1980 in 
the Toronto and Montreal regions. Historically national growth 
has taken place.at  more  than twice  the rate  experiended in the 
Montreal and Toronto regions. . Even if national growth slows 
down to the Montréal and Toronto rate there will bé over 300;000 
mobilesIr 1980. This is supported by the Electronic  Industries  
Association of Canada which has estimated that 330,000  mobiles  

, will be in service in Canada by 1980. 
• 

.Although the'Canadian population IS approxitately 10% of that 
in the USA, total  mobile radio usage and annual sales is only about 
5% of that in the USA.. This suggests that the Canadian market 
capacity may be as much as twice. as gréât as has been demonstrated 
to date. If this is the case,  some  acceleration in grôwth may  be  
anticiPated whichmOuld tend tb bring the ',per:capita.iusage More 

. into line with AMerican experience.' 



Agriculture (1) 

Forestry (2) 

Fishing & Trapping (3) 

Mines & Oil (4) 

[fg.  Industry (5) 

Construction (6) 

Transportation (7) 

Communications (8) 

Utilites, Gas 
Electricity, Water (9) 

Trade (10) 

Finance, Insurance 
Real Estate 	(11) 

4,009 5,362 	7,292 

8,460 	9,393 	11,006 

Annual Growth 

Annual increase 

AOBILE POPULATION, ALL CANADA 	 MARCH, 1973 

1961 	1962 	1  1963 	1964 	1965 	I 1966 	1967 	1968 	1  1969 	1970 	1971 	1972 

1 	
. 

	

61 	88 	117 	156 	210 ; 	289 1 	481 	674 	821 	981 	1,171 	2 , - 

	

1,221 	1,383 	1,697 	2,372 	3,644 	4,638 	5,885 	6,819 	8,126 	9,630 	12,173 	- 

	

19 	47 	49 	74 	183 ' 	192 	230 	298 	331 	374 	419 	C 
- 

. 	4-. 

	

596 	748 	1,027 	1,316 	1,772 1  2,351 	2,961 	3,862 	4,915 	6,268 	7,532 	- 

782 	1,096 	1,523 	2,090 	3,055 	4,449 	5 , 395 	6,358 	7,6888,947 	
10,386 	C- 

)- 
0 

441 	651 	925 	1,348 	2,136 	2,933 	4,140 	5,474 	7,195 	9,196 	12,381 
t: 

	

6,623 	7,762 	9,441 12,041 14,019 17,256 20,841 24,176 28,831 	33,187 	38,355 	rt 

rt. 

	

414 	665 	1,176 	1,631 	2,071 	2,720 	3,186 	3,693 	4,466 	4,994 	5,743 
r--,  

C.-  

	

2,209 	2,489 	3,111 	3,627 	4,154 	5,984 	7,185 	8,242 	8,957 	9,394 	10,461 	1_ 0  
1.-" -`- n 

	

376 	587 	801 	1,138 	1,500 	2,135 • 2,960. 	3,939 	4,916 	5,885 	7,017 	n 
P 
rr 
1-, - 

	

7 	12 	23 	37 	64 ' 	98 	151 	291 	443 	641 	825 	0 

Commercial Business 
Personal Service (12) 

Public Administration 
& 	(13) 

Defence (not individually 
licenced)  

219 	348 	478 	669 	928 

1,357 	1,807 	2,210 	3,111 	4,017 

550 	700 	800 	1,200 ' 1,600 

	

1,328 	2,005 	2,845 

	

5,219 	6,205 ! 7,263 

2,000 	2,400 	2,800 	3,200 	3,500 	4,000 140,852 

Total Canada 	14,875 18,383 23,378 30,810 39,353 51,592 	63,925 76,734 92,358 107,752 128,761 146,400 

Ref. 	23.7 	27.1 	1  31.7 	27.7 	31.1 	23.9 	20.0 	20.4 	16.6 	19.49 	13.7 

3,508 	4,995 I 7 ) 432 	8,543 112,239 112,333 	12,809 	15,594 	15,394 	21,609 	17,639 

TABLE I 
?BILE RADIO POPULATION 

. r 	(444e, eee, â0 
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APPENDIX B 

Mobile Radio Viewed as Terminals, Multi-Station Systems 
or Networks 

Objections on the part of the carriers have been raised to 
the DOC's consideration of mobile radio interconnection on the 
grounds that mobile radio services are networks, not terminals. 

By careful examination of private mobile operations it is 
apparent that the majority of them are single frequency simplex 
systems served by a single base station within a reliable coverage 
zone of 10 to 25 miles radius. Mobiles generally  dan  hear messages 
from the base station to other mobiles, and occasionally, at close 
range of 5 - 10 miles, may talk with the other mobiles. There is 
no provision in such systems for talking through the base station 
from mobile to mobile. 

The operational characteristics of thèse sytems are virtually 
the same as those of an elementary wired intercommunications system 
whose main function is to provide communications between the master 
units (base station) and the individual extensions (mobile station). 
Such a radio system being intra-urban in range of coverage, operates 
more or less in a local calling zone subject of course to the customary 
vagaries of VHF or UHF radio propagation. Its characteristics more 
nearly resemble those of a terminal than any other device, and should 
be considered in that context for interconnection purposes. Radio 
paging terminals which inherently provide one-way communications only,  
are in a similar category. 

Some private mobile systems and all of the restricted public 
commercial mobile services operate in the simplex mode on duplex 
frequency pairs. Many of these regularly, or on request, use the 
main base stations as a repeater for vehicle-to-vehicle or vehicle-
to-auxilliary base station communications. Functionally they are 
multi-station systems closely resembling a multi-way intercom. 
Apart from that, they are normally confined to intra-urban territory 
within the primary reliable coverage zone of the base station, corres-
ponding more or less to the local calling zone of the telephone com-
panies. Thus, if interconnected, they would have the characteristics 
of a PBX terminal whose extensions are mobile within the local calling 
zone. 

Operators of some private systems and of a minority of restricted 
public commercial mobile services have acquired privately owned lines 
or point-to-point radio links which have the capability of extending 
mobile radio over inter-urban long distance routes. These augmented 



Appendix B (contvd) 

radio systems have ceased to be simply terminals and are a form of 
network. The economic implications of interconnecting them are 
significantly different from those of a simple intra-tirban single 
base station mobile radio system, or inter,urban where a carrier 
provided leased line, WATTS, DDb or foreign exchange is involved. 

• 	This paper does not deal With the ihtér;-urban or long haul 
category which lies outside the scope of this particular inquiry. 



APPSNDIX C 

RADIO:PAGING SERVICES  

Background  

The use of radio for the personal paging of individuals 
has become widespread over the last twenty years. Made feasible 
initially by the advent of sub-minature electronic vacuum tubes, 
pocket sized radio receivers are typically worn in a jacket or. 
‘shirt pocket, or clipped to a belt. When there is a requirement 
to have the user make some pre-arranged response (such as "call 
your office"), a unique address code is sent via a radio paging 
transmitter.  •  The user 's  receiver responds to the code and emits 
a beep or similar warning sound (tone only). 

In a furthet refinement of the techriique the warning 
sound is triggered, and a short voice message, containing More 
explicit directions follows (tone plus voice). 

 • 

Both "in-iplant" paging systems and "City-wide" paging . 
. • 	systems are,in use. In the majority of cases, citY-wide paging 

is provided by Commercial paging enterprises who cater to a'large 
• number àf individual, aubscriber pagees. •  "In plant" paging.may be 

.privately owned, obtained on a rental basis from, the common carrier, 
or•leased from some other suppliers. 

Commercial radio paging services are provided by in- 
_ 

dependent operators, often in conjunction with landline telephone 
answering services, and by  some  but not ali, of the •major 
telephone companies. The latter are frequently supplied under the 
name of "Bellboy" service. 

As of mid 1973, there were 120  •public commercial radio 
pagin4 operations licensed. Of these about 20 are operated by 
the •common carriers. The remainder are operated by independents. 
The number of paging receivers in use on a giveh system varies from 

• less than a dozen in some towns to several thousand in cities like 
Toronto, Montreal and Vancouver. The average for Canada lies near 

. 200 receivers per paging station. 

A recent common carrier (Bellboy) offering which is 
in its developmental stages provides System Wide Area 
Paging  •  (SWAP) whereby a subscriber can be paged simultaneously 

• locally and in one or more distant regions across Canada. 

• Virtually all city-wide paging. involves someone in the 
subscriber's office making a telephone call to the paging com-
pany in order to initiate the page. Most telephone company paging 
transmitters are directly• conneCted to the public switched network 
and can be activated automatically by the subscriber who dials a 

• number code assigned to his paging receiver. 
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• Independent radio 'paging enterprises in Canada are denied, 
by existing telephone Company rules, access.to the switched network. 
Instead, one or more.operators are kept on duty to-manually record 
telephoned paging instructions and to.aCtivate the encoding apparatus 
and paging transmitter on request.-  .Privately owned in-plant paging • 
systems are currently permitted connection. to 'telephone  extensions ' 
on a.  carrier owned PBX'or PABX system, but network.access is denied. 

During the period from May 1972 to July 1973 nine 
separate requirements for interconnection of commercial paging 
terminals have been broùght to the attention of the Department 
of Communications. These range from routine licence applications, 
and formal briefs, to direct requests to the Department for inter-
vention. At least one Canadian company is understood to have 
installed a dial interconnect paging terminal, operating it 
manually, in the hope that authorization to interconnect may be •  
received at some future date. Another company has apparently 
devised a means of providing its subscribers  with  direct access 
to the paging terminal without requiring a physical  conne  ction  and 
without violating the carrier's tarifs. The company has indicated 
that it intends to market the system nationally. There is a great 
deal of unrest in this sector and the immediate attention of the 
DOC is warranted. 

Characteristics of SerVices  

Technical 	 • 

Early paging systems typically employed Amplitude 
Modulation in the 27 MHz band, using a transmitter radiating 
several hundred watts. Subsequently, Frequency Modulated systems 
in the 35MHz band (low band) came into use. 

The development of suitable VHF and UHF transistors and 
integrated circuits combining the features of miniaturization and 
low battery drain made practical the use of pocket sized high 
band (approx 150 MHz) FM paging receivers with chassis sensitivites 
comparable with those of the much larger tube type mobile receivers 
of earlier years. The modern trend is toward widespread use of 
these 150 MHz FM paging systems. 

For carrying convenience, pocket type paging receivers are 
fitted with internal (suppressed) antennas. The less efficient 
antenna reduces effective sensitivity by about 15 to 20db and 
imposes a severe limit on the reliable coverage zone . As a conse-
quence although a single well sitèd transmitter will usually be 
adequate to cover a small city of 50,000 or so, it may require up 
to four or five strategically located transmitters to cover an area 
the size of Metropolitan Toronto. 

Manually operated paging systems are rather straight 
forward, involving not much more that the basic transmitter 
station, a suitable encoding unit and associated controls. 
Manual operation, especially the message taking function is 
severely limited by the number of paging calls that a human 
operator  :can  handle. The addition of a computer "store and forward" 
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facility'in 'tone &air" 	eddia»aliOW'MultiPidcation of 
operators each with his or her own telephone trunk, to handle higner 
levels of traffic, all on a single radio frequency channel. The 
economics of such an arrangement are not, however, generally attractive. 

There are two well developed systems of providing inter-
connected paging services. One of them, known as end-to-end 

• signalling permits all subscribers to access the paging transmitter 
by dialing a common seven digit number.  •The subscriber then, 	 • 

by means of tone signalling (DTMF) buttons on his telephone, or in 
the case of a dial phone,  bÿ a data type tone pad attached to the  • 
telephone, initiates his own code to signal the appropriate  •pocket 
receiver. 

The other system uses network outpulsing signalling 
(sometimes called "selector level signalling"). In this arrangement,  • 

•a block of central office code numbers is allocated to the paging 
service. Each subscriber is assigned his own 7 digit number within 
that block, and a paging call is initiated by merely dialling the 
number. Typically the first 3,4 cir , 5 digits (depending on the particular 
coding arrangement and its capacity ) are collected by the Central 
Office and the remaining digits are passed on to the paging transmitter 
to generate the unique customer code. This system is commonly 
employed by the carriers in the provision of Bell Boy or equivalent 
paging services.  •  In the U.S.A. it is employed by some interconnected 
independent public paging services. 

Terminal Capacity  

The number of subscribers which can be handled on a 
single radio channel depends on the number of unique signalling codes 
that can be provided in the apparatus in use, and the  maximum 
number of paging calls that the terminal is physically capable of 
handling in a reasonable period of time during peak periods. 

In the case of an interconnected "tone only" paging 
terminal, with "store and forward" facilites, and 100 to 150 trunks, 
capacities of up to 100,000, using digital codes, are achievable 
because the time that an individual paging signal actually ties up 	. 
the transmitter is reduced to milliseconds. "Tone plus voice" 
drastically reduces capacity to about 450-  500 subscribers per 
channel because of the longer holding time on the paging trans-
mitter. At the present time the majority of Canadian radio paging 
stations serve less than 300 receivers. .About a dozen, including 
two telephone companies, have surpassed the 1,000 mark. Among 
•the independents, lack of interconnection privileges  • inhibits 
capacity. 

• 
Theoretically manually operated "tone only" paging 

terminals equipped  •with suitable "store and forward' facilities 
are capable of handling about as many subscribers as interconnected 
ones, given enough additional trunks to compensate for the greater 
holding time and longer response time.  •  A sin9le operator can uSually 
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handle in peak periods, about 200 subscribers. Hence about 500 
› 	operators with as many trunks would be necessary to fully utilize 

a 100,000 capacity terminal on a manual basis. 

Nature of Subscriber  

• The people who use paging services represent a very wide 
range of occupations from delivery truck drivers through salesman, 
professional people and business executives. A form of "tone plus 
voice" paging using identical techniques, sometimes with larger sized 
fixed or portable receivers is prevalent among voluntary fire depart-
mentsf emergency measures (civil defence) personnel, voluntary ambulance 
brigades and similar emergency organizations. These latter groups 
may use either privately owned systems or subscribe -to public paging 
services. 

There appears to be some minor differences between 
subscribers to "tone only" and "tone plus voice" services. In a 
cross-Canada survey of a sample of public paging subscribers, the 
DOC identified the following average characteristics: 

- 	. TONE .PLUS 
'.TONE ONLY ' VOICE , ' 

Average number of employees in 
company or department concerned 	20.3 	5.5 

Number of pagers in use 	2.6 	2.5 

Average reliable coverage radius 	20 miles 	23 miles 

Percentage of working time 
pagee spends in coverage area 	98% 	97% 

Expected additions within 1 year 	0.2 pagers 1.7 pagers 

Expected additions within 5 years 1.2 pagers 	3.9 pagers 

Subscribers to "tone plus voice" showed some inclination 
toward exchanging the paging service fôr some other form of 
communications, generally two-way radio, within 5 years. "Tone 
only" subscribers on the other hand did not reveal any intentions 
to replace the pagers. 

•Range 'of Covera,ge 	. . 	 • . 	. 	. 
' 	• 

	

. 	• 	. . 	• 	. 	. 	. . 	. . 	. 
. 	Typically. , a publié paging service is designed to give 

reliable coverage throughout the given urban , area•with a reasonable 
penetration into the'suburbs, 	. .• 	. 
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DOC's user survey indicated that coverage of 20 to 
23 mile radius is provided, and that about 98% of the users' 
working time is spent within that zone. 

Channel Capacity  

Technically the paging services have the potential for 
serving a very large number of subscribers using relatively few 
radio channels. A fully automated interconnected "tone only" ter-
minal can accommodate as high as 100,000 subscribers on a single 
channel. "Tone plus voice" and manually operated terminals are much 
less efficient, but can still cater to several hundred on a channel. 

Many of the paging transmitters, in order to get required 
coverage, are operated at about 250 watts ERP, consequently tend 
to have greater interference creating potential than 2-way radio 
fixed stations. 

Common Carrier. Paging - SWAP  

The System Wide Area Paging offering recently introduced 
byqUTS members provides simultaneous subscriber paging in major 
Canadian cities. This system is directly interconnected with the 
switched network. Paging is accomplished by DDD which accesses one 
or more regionally located computers. The computer in turn 
relays the paging command to each of the cities in which the 
subscriber has arranged for service. 

Other less recently'introduced carrier offerings, usually 
called "Bellboy" service, are local in nature and are generally dial 
accessed directly without involving a human operator. Telephone 
company ,  services are usually of the "tone only" variety. 

Sources of HardWare , 

Paging transmitters are usually standard VHF FM (some 
are A.M.) equipment similar to those used for two-way radio 
communications and are available from most of the major two-
way radio manufacturers. Pocket sized paging receivers are 
similarly available from some of the same sources. In Canada 
these later include: 	Canadian Motorola Electronics Limited 

E.F. Johnson (Canadian distributor A.C. 
Simmonds & Sons) 

In addition several foreign manufacturers such as Bell 
and Howell, Martin Marietta, Zenith, Multitone, et. al manufacture 
radio paging receivers. Japan is also competinFfor this market. 

Interconnect paging terminals of a more specialized 
nature are required to interface the paging transmitter and the 
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telephone switched network. Canadian Suppliers of interconnect 
paging terminals include: Canadian Motorola Electronics Limited 

Acme Devices (Canadian owned in Montreal) 
Omicron (Montreal) 

Several U.S. companies including Motorola, Amcor, Secode 
and Martin Marietta are in the market. Apart from a limited sale 
to the common carriers, there is at present no significant market 
in Canada for interconnect terminals. Canadian manufacturers find 
themselves in the unusual situation of selling almost their entire 
output to the U.S.A. 

Apparatus is highly developed to be fully compatible 
with North Amercian telephone networks, so that there is no 
apparent problem from either the availability or compatibiltiy 
standpoints. 

• EconOniiC liripdttahce 
• • 

Radio paging has undergone rapid . expansion:in recent 
years. There  are  now Over 100 iicensed Restricted Public  Commercial 
Paging StatiOns across Canada. By 1980 this figure may have 
'doubled. Paging subScribers now number' over  20,000 and are - 
increasing at a rapid pace. Its popularity  among institutional 
and business concerns indicates' that it  has  great operational' ;H 
and - economic value, and thé . number of . paging receivers could 
eventually out-graW the quantity Of two-way radios;in  use 	; 

The basic paging transmitter station represents an investment 
of about $3,000. PagingreceiveÈs are sold in the $300. to $400 
bracket. Thus the new'capital investmènt in basic transmitters 
and receivers over the next 8 years could gross about e6,300, 0 00. 	- 

Write-off of paging receivers due to exposure to external 
damage and outright loss'runs  about 2%, per year-while Obsolescence 
and  wear out probably.account for about 8%. Hence the replacement ,  
market alone is- about 10% of the total, pager population or about 
$600,000 annually. : . 

. 	Maintenanceçosts typicallyrun to $2,50 per 
month per unit i.e. - $600,.000. annually. 

• 
SubsCriber- charges for service - Mn froM about $18,00 

to $27.00 per month. Thus annual revenues from  subscribers : 
.amounts' to about $7,800,000. 

In summary, the public paging :industry .now accountsfor . 	. 
about $L,400,000.annual investment and generates abolit $7,800-,000 in 
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gross revenues. By 1980, without interconnection, it ià estimated 
that equipment replacement value will have reached $12,000,000 
generating $15,600,000 annually in revenues. 

Basic interconnected paging terminals cost about $15,000. 
Hence assuming that 50% of the independent operators will inter-. 
connect by 1980, if permitted, additional terminal investment resulting 
from interconnection will'reach $1,500,000. Assum •ng that the economics 
of interconnected operation will permit lowering  of  subscriber ' 
rates and thus will stimulate usage another.25%, interCOnneetion 
'would account for an overall increased investment of.àbout44,,000,000 -  
by 1980 •with a corresponding increase in.operator  revenues of about 
$1,560,000, assuming a 20% reduction in existing rates within the 
interconnected  segment.  

Projected «GroWth• 	 • 
• 

Historically.public commercial radio paging  has groWn . . 
from negligible proportions in the  1950's to over 10 stations 
with over 20,000 subScribers.in 1973. Without interconnection these 
might reach 200 and 40,000 respectively .by 1980. With inter-. 	- 
connection these .figures may be nearer 250 and 50,000. 

Some communications companies are known to be studying 
the consumer aspects of this market. It may be that the combination 
of increased affluence, easy access to paging terminals and lowered 
cost of apparatus and paging services could attract a whole new 
market segment, vastly increasing the market penetration beyond 
the above estimates. 

Users Needs  

Surveysle_conducted by the DOC indicate that users of "tone 
only" services are generally well satisfied. Some users of "tone 
plus voice" had no particular reason for having the voice facility, 
and there is generally less satisfaction than with, "tone only". 
One major source of discontent is the absence of confirmation that 
the paging message, which typically does not have a pre-determined 
meaning as with "tone only", has been received. This discontent 
is further evidenced by a generally expressed intention to event-
ually drop the "tone plus voice" service in favour of full two-way 
radio. 

Other complaints had to do mostly with the quality and 
intelligibility of the voice message. 

From the user standpoint there does not appear to be 
any significant difference in the interconnected service provided 

* 	"A review of RCC Mobile Radio Service, City Wide Radio 
Paging, Private Commercial Mobile Radio" u  R.K. Walker 

• and R.J. Crowder March 1973. 

• • • 
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by the telephone companies and the manual service provided by the 
independents. If anything, subscribers are rather neutral about the 
whole thing and it can be concluded that there is no subscriber 
pressure for interconnection of radio paging terminals. 

At the same time, among existing subscribers to either 
carrier or independently provided services /  the Department was 
not able to identify a demand for paging services beyond the 
primary 20 to 23 mile radius. This appears to indicate that 
if there is a significant demand for extended range or multi- 
city paging it will come from outside of existing paging subscribers. 

For the most part, subscribers to "tone plus voice" paging 
services do not give paging access information to the public, 
although it might be feasible to do so to a limited extent. Because 
"tone only" paging does not provide for any variations in the user's 
response, it does not appear to be desirable to advise the public 
how to access it. 



APPENDIX D 

MULTI USER SHARED PRIVATE DISPATCH SERVICES  
(Remote Dispatch Class Of Service) 

Background  

In the early stages of mobile radio development, it was• 
customary for each licensee to provide his oWn  base station by 
which - communications were ,establiShed with.hiS mobile units. 	. 
VHF  and  UHF radio propagation is virtually line-of-sight and 
the user, because of the topographical .characteristics.of his 
area of operation . very often . found it necessary to invest, a 
considerable amourit in-base.station antenna - structures. .If 
his dispatch - offices were not strategically located, à private 
user might find it necessary .to buy . . -or lease land on  sôme remote 
hill top to gain sufficient antenna altitude for the  reqUired -  — 
coverage. Such expense often had the effeCt of précluding,the 
use of mobile radio'for the . small scale 'business  operator who• 
wanted to operàte.only-one.or two - mobile units. At that peridd 
of time prior to channel sPlitting.conserVation:of frequencies 
was an important consideration. 

One solution to the small fleet needs was introduced in 
1954 in the forffi of a Restricted Common Carrier Mobile Radio 
Service (RCCMRS). In the RCCMRS system, an entrepreneur provides 
a radio base station, generally strategically located on a 
prominent hill top, high rise building or a law mountain. Small 
business operators use this base station to dispatch their 
mobiles units, on a time-shared basis, and typically pay the 
owner a monthly subscription fee for the privilege. In many 
cases the subscriber also rents his mobile equipment from the 
RCCMRS operator. 

Under the category of a Restricted Public Commercial Service 
the license issued for this service by the Department of Communications 
permits the licensee to provide: 

1) A Remote Dispatch Class of Service to enable a subscriber 
to communicate directly with his vehicle utilizing a 
leased wire line or radio link through a common base 
station (repeater); and 

2) A Message Relay Class of Service, to enable a subscriber 
to pass messages to and from his vehicles through the 
intermediary of an operator who has direct control of 
the base station. 
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The word "Restricted" applies in that: 

a) Two-way communications are authorized only between the 
licensed land station and subscribers' mobile stations 
specifically licensed for communications with it. 

Communications are not authorized between  the sub-
scribers who time-share  the RCCMRS and' Station. 

c) The service itself is limited to the primary coverage 
area. 

d) Interconnection with the public switched network is not 
authorized. 

The first such license was issued to an applicant in 
British Columbia in 1954. Since that time, the number of RCCMRS 
systems has increased steadily. As of mid 1973, there was a total 
of 101 individuals or corporations holding RCCMRS licenses. Fifty-five 
of these were licensed for one channel*_only on a single site. Twelve 
were licensed on two channels, six on three channels, eleven on four 
channels, five on five channels and five on from six to nine channels. 
Seven licensees, individually authorized on from 10 to 51 channels, 
accounted for the remainder. In total these licensees occupied 253 
sites, operating about 374 transmitters. Their scopes range from purely 
local to multi-station operations in ail of the provinces and the North 
West and Yukon Territories. See Table II for RCCMRS population 
1957-1972. 

In 1972, there were approximately 6,000 mobile units being 
dispatched through these facilities. However, the average loading 
per channel was only 19.4 mobile units. It does not appear that, 
with the exception of a half dozen or so RCCMRS systems, that the 
DOC objective of conserving frequencies by this means has been 
achieved. 

The majority, possibly 90%, of RCCMRS licensees provide 
only the Remote Dispatch Class ce Service. Recent surveys 
conducted by the Department of Communications reveal significant 
differences between the Remote Dispatch and the Message Relay 
Class cf Service. For that reason the remaining discussion in 
this Appendix deals only with the Remote Dispatch Class. Message 
Relay Service will be dealt with separately in Appendix E. 

Characteristics  

Technical 

The Department of Communications has reserved fourteen 
VHF pairs and seven UHF pairs cf frequencies for RCCMRS service. 
The two frequencies within a pair are spaced approximately 4 MHz 

Channel as used herein means the number of transmitters, 
whether co-sited on separate frequencies, or operated on 
different sites on the same or different frequencies. 
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apart in the VHF spectrum and approximately 5 MHz in the uHF 
•spectrum. This spacing permits the base station to simultaneously 
receive and re-transmit, in an automatic repeat or talk-through 
mode, using relatively economical filtering devices in the antenna 
circuits to avoid interference between the receiver and the 
transmitter. 

In its original concept, a subscriber was provided with a 
remote control unit in his office, hard wired via private 
leased telephone lines to the remote site of the RCC base 
station. 

An alternative form of subscriber control, which has since 
been introduced, utilizes a radio link provided by a low powered 
simplex auxilliary base station using a relatively simple antenna 
located at the subscriber's office. This permits the subscriber to 
transmit directly through the RŒMRS base station acting as an 
automatic repeater and his message is retransmitted to the mobile 
unit. The mobile operator wishing to reply or to initiate a 
contact wlth his dispatch office does so by an identical process 
and his transmitted message is retransmitted to be picked up by 
the receiver in the dispatcher's auxilliary base station. 

This system, which imposes no physical limit on the number 
of auxilliary base stations, is generally suitable for use over 
any line-of-sight path and cost is not normally a function of 
distance from the RCCMRS repeater station. 

Leased telephone line monthly rentals are typically directly 
proportional to mileage at about $4.00 to $8.00 per mile. Some RCC 
operators have estimated that the equivalent annual cost of the radio 
link becomes equal to or less than the equivalent annual cost of a 
remote control unit plus line charges beyond a certain distance, 
sometimes as short as five miles. At the present time, with only a 
few exceptions, control by a radio link is the most prevalent form 
in use. 

There is little if any deliberate attempt to allocate carrier 
frequencies in a manner that would permit mobility or roaming 
between the systems of different RCCMRS licensees. Some of the 
larger operators such as Mclean-Hunter employ the same frequency 
pairs at different locations, so that a roaming subscriber could 
presumably access a repeater at more than one location. Most 
operators however assign a given group of subscribers to a 
dedicated channel. Channel sharing accompanied by automatic 
trunking which potentially could increase the efficiency of channel 
usage has not been attempted in Canada. 

Capacity  

The number of mobile subscribers who  .can  be accommodated 
bya given automatic repeater varies with the nature of the sub-
scribers' business activities. Some repeaters accommodate as 
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many as sixty mobile units whereas others are operating near full 
capacity with forty mobiles. Optimum use of air time is achieved 
bythe subscriber exercising fairly strict self-discipline in 
confining use of the radio to essential business and keeping 
messages as short as possible. Typically most of the traffic 
occurs during business hours. Some subscribers maintain' a 
fairly uniform level of traffic through the day, while others 
have peak periods occuring at certain times of the day, followed 
byreriods of relatively low usage. To date there has been 
little, if any, trend toward digital data transmission, lockout, 
automatic trunking or queing apparatus which could contribute 
to increased channel capacity. 

Nature of Subscriber  

The typical remote dispatch subscriber is a small to 
medium scale business operator employing anywhere from one to 
a half dozen or so mobiles. He is large enough to have a full 
time office staff,  'who  can take care of fleet dispatching either 
on a part time or full time basis. 

A user survey recently conducted by the DOC across 
Canada revealed that the "average" subscriber has an average of 
1.5 office locations, 19.3 vehicles, 1.1 auxilliary base dispatch 
stations and has mobile radio in 6.4 vehicles. That part of his 
organization or department to which the radio system pertains has 
78.8 employees, 12.1 of whom are concerned with the radio 
communication facilities. 

The average subscriber anticipates adding one additional 
radio within the next year and 3.3 units over the next 5 years. 
About 25% of those interviewed indicated an intention to change 
the service, generally to a private system in about 5 years. 

Range of COVe'ra9e and Long Distance Needs  

The same survey revealed that the zone of reliable radio 
coverage has an average radius of 29 miles, and that 92% of the 
working time of, the vehicles is spent within this zone. There 
appears to be only ,  a very small demand for occasional coverage up 
to 100 miles distance. Typically the subscriber has alternate means, 
such as telephoning ahead to the intended destination, for communi-
cating with his vehicles on the few occasions that they may be out 
of radio range. Consequently extended range is generally not of 
sufficient value to make him willing to pay extra for it. 

Restricted Public Commercial licences are issued to enable 
the provision of a purely local service. Linking of repeater 
stations, in order to enable a subscriber to remain in contact 
with his office over distances greater than the primary coverage 
areas of the local RCCMRS base station, is not intended nor 
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authorized by the licence. 

A survey of forty existing remote dispatch subscribers 
revealed only one who had attempted to get any form of extended 
coverage. He had subsequently discontinued his subscription 
because it was of insufficient value to him. 

There does not appear to be any significant pent-up de-
mand among existing subscribers for extended radio range such 
asnight be achieved if individual repeater stations were permitted 
to interconnect with each other by radio link or land line. 

Communicatidne Betweeh Subscribers  

The whole concept of the RCCMRS is based on the provision 
of a time-shared facility by which a private mobile radio user 
communicates between his office and his own vehicles, i.e. radio 
stations located on his private property. From the Department of 
Communications standpoint there is no intention that any sub-
scriber use this facility to communicate with the office or 
vehicles of another subscriber. 

The grdupr.call facility r - such 'as tone coded squelch, 
normally precludes -. communication betWeen . :Slibscribers except by 
pre-arranged or chance defeat of the tone:cOntrol. Consequently, 
most RCCMRS systems donot lend themselves to inter-subscriber - 
traffic. 

On very rare occasions a subscriber who has happened to 
be listening after hours has been known to provide assistance to 
the driver of another subscriber's vehicle,whose own dispatch office 
was closed down for the night. The Department's .  surveys indicate 
that there really is not a demand on the part of existing subscribers 
for inter-subscriber communications. 

Pro-Exmrti.on of Vehicle,to-"Vehicle Traffic  

On the average about 17% of the traffic is between vehicles 
in the same fleet with the remaining 83% between the dispatcher's 
base station and his mobiles. Habits of individual subscribers, 
however, range all the way from 0% to 100% vehicleto-vehicle 
traffic. 

Privacy  

Although a few of the less sophisticated systems provide 
a completely.  "open speaker" type of service where all mobiles 
and bases hear every message, this type of facility is generally 
not acceptable to the subscriber. Such El system requires con-
tinuous monitoring in order to know to whom messages are being 
addressed. At the same time there is no form of privacy what-
ever. Such a system might be compared to a rural party line 
on which every telephone is equipped with a loudspeaker instead 
of a distinctive or unique ringing signal. 
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. The more preValent system, and also the more satisfactory, 
uses group call. This is usually accomplished by using sub-audible 
continuous tones (tone-coded squelch) to activate the receiVer being 
addressed. Each subscriber's fleet is assigned a distinctive tone 
and all of his mobile radio operators hear  ail messages from his 
office or from any other vehicle in his fleet. Individual vehicles 
or drivers are usually addressed orally by a code name or number.  

. 	. 
It is a requirement'of the Department of Communications-

that any operator must first monitor the channel to make sure• 
that it is clear before transmitting. This is typidally.accom-
plished by a "defeat" switch manually depressed by the dispatcher 
or automatically aotivated in the vehicle when the microphone 
or handset is lifted from its rest. 

Privacy  of  Other subscribers' messages is -  of course violated 
when-the "defeat" switch is.activated, consequently. the subscriber 
who uses the radio for strictly' donfidential messages does so at- 
his own peril. ,On the other hand, the probabilitY of.eaves-  
dropping is greatly.reduced by the tone-added system. At 	. 
same time the vehicle operators and the dispatchers are relievecL . • 
of the tension of monitoring ail messages: in  order to identify ... 

• those intended for - themselVes. 

This.lack of complete privacy is one of the shortcomings 
that subscribers have to tolerate with the systems in common use. 
This becomes more important when business competitors share the 
same channel. Technology is readily available to provide privacy 
if the operating companies were to choose or were reqùired to 
provide it. 

0 era -2t.o....-linès  

Generally the subscribers are aware of the need for self-
discipline in order td maximize thé availabilitY of air time'. 
Each tends to be somewhat critical howeVer t  of the' others who 	- 
time-share the systeni. Some progressiveRCCMRS operatorb have 
shown considerable'initiative in encouraging proper Use and some 
have in extreMe cases been known to'terMinate the cOntracts of':: 
unco-operative Subécribers. 

''Use  of Air  Time  

. Referring again to the recent Survey, the.subscriber's fleet 
uses an average of' about 43 minutes .airtime per day,' or, 6.7 
minutes per Mobile unit. Assuming an eight hbur day', this works 
out to approximately.0,8,minutes . pehoUr per mobile Unit. • With 
this amount of usage., thé limiting capacity figure'of about 60 
mobiles can be readily deduced, confirming thè earlier figure 
which has been empirically determined. 

The manner in whidh the dispatcher and  mobile operator 
communicate is a.dominant characteristic:of this class of service. 
In a typical 'situation; thé dispatcher determines by..listening 
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(while depressing a tone-code "defeat" switch), that no. one else 
is on the air, then calls the mobile unit using some form of 
identifying name or number for the called party. All vehicles in 
his fleet hear the message. If the mobile operator is in his 
vehicle, responseis almost immediate and with only two or three 
exchanges of brief conversation, often using number codes such as ' 
10-4 etc., the contact is terminated. Ability to access the 
system with a minimum waiting time is a prime requisite. This 
becomes more important as the size of the subscriber's' fleet 
grows. The other.subscribers tend to feel that the larger fleet' 
is'hogging" the air time. Éventually if the subscriber gets from 
15 to 20 mobile radios in operation, he is,no longer willing to 
share air time with another 20.to 30 mobiles and typically acquireà 
his own private radio system and terminates his subscriPtion to the 
RCCMRS service. 



—APPEeDIX E  

MULTI-USER MOBILE RADIO SERVICES WITH MESSAGE RELAY 
(Telephone Answering Service) 

Background 	• 	• 

• 	Two-way mobile radio services authorized under existing 
policy by a Restricted  Public Commercial  licence include a 
Message Relay Class of service. This typically is provided 
in conjunction with a landline telephone answering service. 
The answering service operator manually intercepts and records 
all telephone calls to the subscriber. The subscriber calls 
in by radio when convenient and finds  •out who has called. 

In addition to offering the economic advantages from the 
capital investment standpoint, the message relay class of 
service makes it possible for the subscriber to be in radio 
contact with his customers, through the answering service 
operator, .without necessarily maintaining his own full-time 
office staff. 

Message relay service is normally provided only by'those 
RÇCMRS licensees who also operate a landline telephone answering 
service. These represent about 10% or less of all  the  RCCMRS 
licensees. It  isl estimated that approximately 10% of the sub-
scribers to Restricted Public Commercial two-way radio service may 
be using message relay service, totalling about 600 mobiles in all 
Canada. 

CharaCteristics  

. 	Technical  

In most instances, message relay subscribers have a mobile 
radio in the car but may not necessarily have either a remote control 
unit or an auxilliary base station in their own office. Most or all 
communications are received from *, or directed to, the telephone land-
line via the telephone answering service operator. 

The answering service is equipped with the facilities for 
transmitting and receiving messages and generally performs the 
function, on behalf of the subscriber, that would be performed 
by the subscriber's own staff in the Remote Dispatch Class of Service 
described in Appendix D. 

Since direct interconnection of the radio base station to 
the landline is not permitted by Canadian wireline carriers, all 
messages are taken by the answering service operator. The operator 
then verbally relays the message to the mobile subscriber. 

... 2 
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In some cases the mobile subscriber wishes to communicate 
with a landline telephone subscriber. To do this the mobile calls in 
to the answering service. The  answering service operator then dials 
the desired number and acting as the messàge bearer, verbally relays 
the conversation back and forth between the two parties. 

Capacity  
. 	. 

The number of mobile subscribers who can be accommodated 
on agiven channel is about 20 to 25, approximately half that Of a. 
comparable private dispatch service. This is partly.because most 
of the traffic which iS either in the form of inhibited (by  the  
*human Interface) two-way telephone conversations or relayed telephone 
messages is of a time consuming nature. In the case of the telephone 
conversation, each party's statements are repeated by the operator, 
at least doubling both the radio system and the telephone network 
holdtime. Furthermore calls to the landline are delayed, after 
initial radio contact'has been made, while the operator dials the - 
called party. 

• 
• The nature of the calls is significantly different erom those 

in remote dispatch service and thère is a.variability in the con-- 
versants where landline telephone calls are involved; ccpsequently 
much of the strict discipline in the use of air . time that  is  
characteristic of thé remote dispatch is absent in Message*relay 
service. 

. Nature àf Subscribérs  
• 

The subscriber_tà message relay service typically .does not . 
operate a "big spread". More Often than not, there are_relatively 
few employees, or-at least there is not  a, full  time office  staff,— - 

	

.The subscriber is freqUently .  absent from the telephOne*and 	reqUires 
the services of a telephone answering_service to intercept * • • 
and'pass on Messages 

A DOC user survey of about a dozen subscribers revealed 
that the "average" subscriber in that small group has 1.4 office 
locations, 4.6 vehicles, no auxilliary base 'station or remote control 
unit and has mobile units in 1.6 vehicles. That part of the sub-
scriber's organization to which  the mobile radio pertains has 10.8 
employees who are concerned with the radio communication facilities. 

Range of Coverage and Long Distance Needs  

The survey revealed that, among the subscribers contacted 
the reliable coverage radius is about 30 miles and that 95% of the 
working time of the vehicle is spent within that zone. Although the 
subscriber generally does not want multi-city radio coverage, nor 
greater coverage than he now has, some of the respondents indicated 
that from 10% to 70% of the calls originating in the mobiles would 
be over the toll network. 

•• • 3 
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Communications Between Vehicles  

Since the main function of the message relay service is 
to provide a link between people in vehicles and landline, it follows 
that there may be occasions to communicate with other people in 
vehicles. Many of the existing message relay services do not  have  
facilities by which any vehicle-to-vehicle communication can be 
conducted, and inter-vehicle communications, even between employees 
of the same subscriber, is almost non-existent. 

Proportion of Traffic To and From Subscribers Staff  

The subscribers surveyed indicated that an average of 64% 
of all calls which originated in the vehicle were to the subscriber's 
own staff. Similarly 55% of the calls originating on the landline to 
the vehicle were from the subscriber's staff. In either case, this 
indicates that although traffic involving landline telephones other 
than those of the mobile subscriber is not in the majority, it is 
nevertheless substantial. 

. Privacy 

Where dispatching by the answering service is done over a 
private wire line to the transmitter, only the outgoing half of 
the conversation can be heard by other mobile subscribers. Where 
the answering service uses an auxilliary base station working through 
the repeater, both sides of the conversation can be heard at the 
mobiles. If tone-coded squelch systems are used, only the called 
subscriber will normally hear, although there is nothing to prevent 
deliberate eavesdropping. 

Several of the existing message relay services operate without 
benefit of tone-coding, hence afford less privacy than is normally 
enjoyed by most of the direct dispatch service subscribers. 

Technologically, the provision of privacy on interconnected 
systems is quite feasible. It is understood that many of the U.S. 
independent radio carriers use full IMTS terminals and mobile units 
which provide full privacy. In addition, IMTS provides automatic 
trunking ('channel search), dial tone, automatic subscriber identi-
fication for ticketing, and full duplex mode of operation. 

Use of Air Tiflie  

The typical subscriber uses about 21 minutes of air time per 
day, or 13.1 minutes per mobile unit. Assuming an eight hour day 
this works out to a bit more than 1.6 minutes per .  hour per mobile 
unit, tending to confirm that about 30 mobiles are all that can be 
accommodated on a channel. 

Distribtuion of Traffic  

In the manually interfaced services surveyed by the DOC 95% 
of the traffic was between the landline and the vehicle. In one 
instance the subscriber reported that 20% of the traffic was be-
tween vehicles, but MOSt of the subscribers did not have facilities 

for vehicle-to-vehicle communications. 
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PRIVATE MOBILE 'RADIO SERVICES 

Background  

Private Mobile as used herein includes virtually ,  all mobile 
radios except those provided under Ship-to-shore radiotelephone, 

› Aeronautical mobile, Public Commercial, Restricted Public Commer-
cial, and the General Mobile Radio Service categories. About 90% 
of all land-mobile equipment in use in Canada is in the private 
category. 

General Characteristics  

A private system may consist of a single base station and a 
single mobile unit on one channel, operated by a small business 
within a 10-30 mile radius, or it may encompass several hundred 
mobiles and portables widely dispersed geo9.raphically complete with 
numerous base stations, repeaters and control centres operating on 

' 	several channels. Basic radio equipment used is identical to that 
' employed in the public commercial sector. Typically it does not em-
ploy much, if any, sophisticated accessories. Some of the larger fleets 
tend to use group calling or selective calling devices either to 
facilitate reaching a particular person or group of persons, or 
asfartial insurance against co-channel interference. 

In recent years a trend has begun toward use of digital data 
and visual displays in heavily loaded services such as in some 
Montreal taxis fleets and the Metropolitan Toronto Police Communicat-
ions system. 

Elpe 

About . 130,000 mobiles now operate in private systems. The 
figure will probably reach 260,000 by 1980. About 30% of these 
are in the transportation industries with taxis accounting for 
a major part. Forestry, mining, manufacturing, construction, 
utilities, trade, commercial business and public administration 
account for another 60%. 

The remainder is employed mainly in defence with a very minor 
contribution coming from fishing, finance, insurance and real estate. 

Economic Importance  

Because private systems constitute 90% of the total mobile 
business, the private sector represents the most important part 
of the mobile market, and its needs will tend to influence the 
general direction that mobile technology will take. 

• • 2 
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Interconnection Status  

• Some Agencies which provide emergency or safety services operate 
on a scale which does not permit round-the-clock staffing of an office. 
Direct access to or from their vehicles by telephone, at least during 
certain hours would solve a serious communications problem. 

In the larger centres, a telephone answering (message relay) 
service may be used, but most small communities do not have tele-
phone answering services. Agencies in this category include fire 
departments, police, ambulance, emergency measures, emergency main-
tenance and security organizations. 

Telephone companies offer a Radio Extension Service option 
which provides for interconnection of some of these agencies, where 
the telephone company is the exclusive supplier of equipment. They 
also offer interconnection privileges to privately owned base stations 
in these emergency categories. To date there are no published tech-
ical standards for the latter. For some reason, possibly because 
of telephone company marketing emphasis or possibly subscriber 
ignorance of its existence, almost no such agency has availed 
itself of the privilege of using customer-provided equipment. On 
the other hand, there are 5 such interconnections in British 
Columbia, 40 in Alberta, 6 in Ontario and 64 in Quebec - mostly 
with municipal police. The facilitieszre for the most part owned 
by the telephone company except in B.C. The telephone company 
generally does not restrict the hours of use, but in actual 
practice the facilities are used mostly during the night. 

Major utilities such as Ontario Hydro have had needs for' 
interconnection arrangements between a base station and the 
telephone network, usually for the use of night partrolmen or main-
tenance personnel. To some extent they have been successful in 
arranging a suitable contract with the telephone company, although 
the general impression is that an excessive amount of negotiation 
has sometimes been involved. 



APPENDIX  G 

TOLL BYPASSING 

There have been some instances in which independent mobile 
radio or paging companies have utilized radio links to extend 
paging calls to distant transmitters rather than use WATTS, DDD or 
private lines leased from the telephone company. Apparently this 
trend has caused concern to the telephone companies on the basis 
that if interconnection privileges were granted, these radio 
facilities would be used to siphon telephone calls off the toll 
network. If such interconnected systems were to become prevalent, 
it is argued that common carriers could suffer loss of toll revenue. 

On the other hand, it is already common practice for large users 
to link their offices in distant cities by means of leased lines, 
foreign exchange or WATTS using facilities provided by the tele-
phone companies. The toll network is bypassed, but the carrier 
derives revenue from the other facilities. It is understood that 
the carriers would not find it objectionable if interconnected 
mobile services were linked in a similar manner as long as the 
linking facilities were provided by the common carrier. 

The landline  carriers  fears of toll bypassing remains a 
serious deterrent to the interconnection of mobile services. 
Assuming that the preservation of the carrier monopoly cm toll 
isAn the public interest, prohibition of toll bypassing will be 
necessary, possibly through one or more of the means suggested 
under Regulatory Implications in Appendix H. Such a prohibition 
will mean that the independent operator will be authorized to 
provide only a local service within the reliable coverage area 
of his base station and will not be permitted to link base 
stations by private radio link, privately owned wire or other 
non-carrier provided means to form another network sub-
stantially outside the local calling zone of the interconnected 
telephone company. Conversely any organization proposing to network 
its Restricted Public Commercial stations through non-carrier 
provided facilities would be denied interconnection privileges. 



APPENDIX H 

REGULATORY IMPLICATIONS OF INTERCONNECTION 

There are a number,of hypothetical situations which might be 
accepted as justification for government regulation of interconnected 
independent mobile radio services. These include: 

• 
a. Monopoly - where too little competition exists  if 

 left to free market forces. In such -cases regulation - 
has been.deemed necessary to protect the user against . 
exploitation by the economic power of a monopolist. .High - 
start up càsts or technical limitations such as shortage 
of spectrum might place limits on the number of com-7. 
petitors. Free competition now exists and there is no 

• obvious need for a regulatory agency to intervene. 
• 

b. Instability - where the services offeredby competitOÉs 
- 	are nearly identical, entry is easy  and  destructive.price 

cutting develops. Regulation. might then .  be  *deemed ne.r 
cessary:to avoid deteriorationof service throUgh finan-
cial instability. However, the history of. the'induStrY. • 
does not reveal any evidence of instability. 	H • 

c. Cream-Skimming - where unregulated competition with the 
regulated carrier results in the unregulated service. 
being offered only in the,  highly lucrative areas. An . . 
examination of the mobile services now offered by the 

*- major carriers leads.one to the - conclusion that they 
too - have avoided  the  non-lucrative areas,. apparently . 
haying no obligation to provide general land mobile .  . 
service uhlesS they choose to -do  so. There'does not,. 
therefore, appear tà be any justification for imposing 

• regulation on this count.' 

d. Toll Bypassing - the common carriers have expressed 
the fear that interconnected independent public mobile• 
service might be used to bypass toll and siphon off 
carrier revenue. This is technically possible unless 
specifically prohibited through interconnection con-
tracts with carriers, provisions of the authorizing 
radio licence or regulatory rules. In the latter case, 
the independent operator would have to be subject to an 
appropriate regulatory agency. However, the inter-
connection contract should be adequate for this 
purpose provided that the government backs the carrier 
in its enforcement. See Appendix I for a sample 
Interconnection contract. 
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Appendix H (cont'd) 

e. 	Billing for Carrier Services - the interconnection of 
regulated common carriers with unregulated mobile radio 
carriers could necessitate some arrangement whereby the 
radio carriers would bill their respective subscribers for 
services rendered at least in part by other carriers. 
Such an arrangement would have potential for abuse, unless 
some form of regulation of the Radio Carrier be one of 
the alternatives. This resale of carrier services would 
be comparable to established practice in the field of 
hotel and motel telephone services, which have not apparently 
needed regulation. 

None of the above situations have existed to such an 
extent, or seem likely to become sufficiently unmanageable 
by other means, that regulation need be considered 
necessary at this time. Should consolidation of ownership, 
in the future, give rise to monopoly or near monopoly 
then the need for regulation' might be re-examined. 

âegulatory Jurisdictions  

A legal opinion from within the Department's Legal Branch 
concluded that federal jurisdiction exists over those special- .. 
ized common carrier undertakings in which radio is the dominant 
feature. Where the radio aspect is dominant (as opposed to being 
merely incidental) it was further concluded that the Canadian 
Transport Commission is the appropriate existing federal authority 
to exercise jurisdiction. 

In the case of the wireline companies, the federal govern-
ment has exercised jurisdiction only over those three companies 
which are federally chartered to provide inter-provincial tele- 

. communications services. 

Should some of those independent companies who presently 
hold RCCMRS licenses enter the interconnected radio common carrier 
field, the issues related to jurisdiction are not entirely clear. 
The majority of existing RCCMRS licensees  are  provincially chartered 
and provide services in only one or two communities. There are on 
the other hand, a few RCCMRS licensees including several manu- 
facturers of mobile radio equipment, who are federally chartered 
and provide local services in a number of municipalities in two 
or more provinces. 

There is no doubt about the Federal Government's -  jurisdiction 
in so far as the issuing of radio licences-is conCerned. There 
maytowever. be  practical problems in the administration of other - 
forms of regulation'that can be more adequately dealt with  ' by'  the 
same regional bodies - who are presently regulating Purely local or 
regional telephone•companies. These' are areas that Will-require . 

• . 
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Appondix.li (cont'd) 

resolution through Federal - Provincial consultation before any steps 
are taken toward the establishment of any form of interconnected 
radio common carrier services. Consideration might be given to 
requiring the carriers to form arms-length subsidiaries for provision 
of competitive services, to avoid cross-subsidization and to ensure 
that competitors are all on an even footing. 
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,Sample ContractsBetween Telephone Companies 
and Interconnected Independant Public Radio -
Paging Services. 



.MIFCELLACUS CO:•:-..:ON CARRIER INTE:::CON-MECTiON AcunnENT - PACI 

Thiç ACRE22MET is made this 	 day of 	, 19 
Telephone and Telegraph Company, (her,-1- 

ifr referi-cd to as the "Company") and 	 
, (hereinafter referr2d to as the 

"C:-.rriLr"). 

WHÏUF.AS, the Company owns and cperates a telecommunication!, 
system in certain   towns and cities and, through agree-
ments with Associated and/or Connecting Companies provides telecom-
munications seivices throughout the State of 	 
and in ether states; and 

WHEREAS, the Carrier operates a one-way selective signaling 
n paginz) system pursuant to a license issued by the Federal Communications 
Commission to the Carrier as a Miscellaneous Common Carrier in the Domestic 
2ublic Land Mobile Radio Service; and has obtained a certificate of con-
venience and necessity from and has filed tariffs with the appropriate 
Regulatory Commission of the State of    and the 
Carrier represents that it is complying with the rules and regulations of 
said commissions; and 

WUEREAS, the Carrier, in order to facilitate the handling of its 
business as a Miscellaneous Common  Carrier,  desires connection between its 
systEm  and  the Comp.my's system giving dial access from the Company 's syt:cm 
to the one-way selective sismalins co=on carrier communications system 

- operated bv thP 

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the covenants and under-
standings hereinafter contained, it is mutually agreed as follows: 

1. Definitions  

For Purpose of this Agreement, the following definitions shall 
apply: 

A. Base Station. A fixed transmitter licensed by the Federal 
Communications Commission from which radio communications 
are transmitted to the Carrier's radio receivers. 

B. Control Point. A Control Point is an operating position under 
the control and supervision of the Carrier at which an operator 
responsible for the operation of the transmitter is stationed. 

C. Point of Connection. A point on the premises of the Carrier 
within the Reliable Service Area of the Carrier's System at 
which the one-way selective signaling (paging) system of the 
Carrier joins the Company 's systen. The Point of Connection 
is usually at the Control Point of the Carrier. 



D. Primary S:.!rving Te1ephôn2 Exchange. The CoLipany's telephone 
exchange wholly or partly within the Reliable Service Area 
of the Carrier's System, designated by the Carrier as the 
primary exchange from which connecting circuits will be 
furnished to the Carrier. 

• Secondary Serving Telephone Exchanges. The Company's 
telephone exchanges (other than the Primary .Serving Telephone 
Exchange) Wholly or partly within thé Reliable Service Area 
of the Carrier's System from which connecting-circuits.may 

• also be furnished. 

F. Reliable Service Area. The area.within which-radio communi 
cations are reliably sent to, the Carrier's paging -receivers - 
as defined in Part 21;504 of the Rules and Regulations of:the • 
Federal Communications Commission. 	' 

• 
G. interconnecting Arrangement. An interface furnished -by,the 

Company to interconnect the Company's Serving Telephone 	• 
Exchange and the Carrier's paging terminal. 	• 

• • • 
H. Paging Terminal. The equiPment and ,circuitrY furnished, operated 

. and maintained by the Carrier in which the Intereonnecting Ar-
rangement terminates and which. controls the radio  paging trans 
mitter(s)'of  the  Carrier. 

I. Company. ' s Systf.m. The Company's :; ..yàLem is the.eXchange -and toll 
network of the Company and its interConnecting companies. 

J. Carrier's System. A one-way selective signaling (paging) netdork, 
In the Land  Nobile' Service. The network may employ more than one 
Base Station when served by a single point of connection. 

K. Intercept.. A recerded message to *inform the calling party of 
disconnected, invalid, or unassigned numbers. 

• Pagine 
••• 



The Cou.pany will interconnect its.systeu with the . Carrir's System 
for the purpose or handliti,-, one-•ay telephone traffic orieinating 

. in the Co.lipany'S System and terminating in the Carrier's System 
described h .•!rcin. 	. 

Intercoanection will ba acconplished through an Interconnecting 
Arran;ement provided by the Company.. Traffic handled through 
suah intocconnocting Arr:..lugeenu will be restricted to calls 
to radio receivers within the Carrier'S Reliablé.Service.Area.'. 

3. Point of Connection  

• The Point of Connection between the respective systets of the 
Compcny and the Carrier for the handling of traffic to the 	• 
Carrier'L. Syst .2M-  shell be.located. on premises at 	 . 

4. Telephone Numbers • • 

Telephone numbers assigned to the one-way signaling system of the 
Carrier will ba assigned at the Company's option and may be changed 
at any time as required by the Company's service and equipment re- ) 
quirements. Notice will be given by the Company to the Carrier at 
least 30 days prior to any such number, change. 

The Company.  Will furnish numbers to  the Carrier in groupà. The 
initial group shall consist of 	'  .numbers and eaéh subsequent 
group shall éonsist of • 	numbers which will be assigneniSY 
the Carrier to . his one-way selective signaling subseribers.  Un  
asale,ned 	be "'ntarca:pta..1" by the 	 Peisunb 
having dialed such a nunbe.r will then be informed.either by-appro-
priate recorded announcement or by an . operator that the number-is 
reserved and presently unassigned. 

Additional nUmbers, when required by  the Carrier,  will be.furnished 
by the Company  after such time as the Company has determined that 
it has sufficient equipment available. fôr this purpose, but:Will 
not be unreasonably withheld.  

5. Rates and Charges 	 - 

Rates and charges for connecting circuits, number groups, equipment 
or service furnished by the Company for the provision of the one-
way selective signaling service described herein, shall be in ac-
cordance with Schedule E (Schedule of Charges). 	. 	. 

Rates are based upon the size of the number ,  groups and reflect 
consideration for art ... _;e:r_a_g_e_holding_time_of 50 seeonds. If this 
holding time is exceeded, the rates agreed upon herein shall be 
subject to renegotiation. 
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5. Rates and Chal:aes  (Continued) 

All Carrier chargea will be handled directly between the Cartier 
and his custotaers. 

The Carrier iS responsible for payment, monthly, of all charges 
for facilities and services furnished by the Company for the 
Carrier. 	 . 	 . 

6. Facilities 
• 

Each party will construct, equip, maintain and operate its system 
so that good and adequate service will be furnished to the public 
at all timea. 

Certain components of the Carrier's System are set out in the 
Carrier's current radio stazion license or licenses attached here-
to as Schedule A. The Carrier will promptly furnish the Company 
with every reissuance of said lieense of licenses and all modifi-
cations thereof for attachment to this Agreement as a revision of 

l'Schedule  A. A map showing the Reliable Service Area of the Carrier's 
System is attached hereto as Schedule B. 

_ 
The connecting circuits for the interchange:of ,traffic will be 
furnished eo the Carrier .frOm,thqs BeearY,Serving ,TeléPhone Exchange ' 
to the Point 'of Connectiogn4ed  in  SpetipOliereof and will 
be used onlYfon the handling of èreffi-clPreuner. Interconnection 
is furnished on the condition that the Cnrrier 'obtain adequate con-
necting circuit..s to permit the use of  this SerVice,without injurious 
effects upon it or anY other service rendered by the Company. At 
the Carrier'p request; additional -.onnectin.3 aireuita may ba fur-
nished by  the  Company after . such.time as the Company has determined 
that it has sufficient equipment available for the purpose. 

Connecting circuits, mode of operation, Base and other classes of 
. stations associated with the Carrier l a System and their relative 
locations, Control Point(s), and Point.of Connection are shown on 
Schedule C (Operational Diagram) attached hereto. Notice of any 
significant changes to be madà in the Carrier's System, as described 
in Schedule C, shall be given to the Company in advance, and in no 
case later than ten days after an application has been filed with the 
Federal Communications Commission for said changes. The Carrier also 
agrees to promptly furnieh the Companyproposed revisions of Schedules 
B and C to reflect any significant  changes  to be made in its system. 

7. Connecting Circuits 
• 

All traffic between the ComPany's System and the Carrier's' System 
shall be interconnected solely over the circuits and facilities 
authorized by this Agreement and in accordance with the terms and 
conditions of this Agreement and the Company's applicable tariffs. 



The Carrier will handle all traffic over the corràcctin%; c:.r nnàics ta 

be provided under this Agreement (whieh are specifically desinated• ! " 
for the interco-Inection urie on: . Suhcdule C attached heretcj), and 

! 	/ 
not wtthont the consent of the -Company Luie any loeal telephone ex'- 

/ 

clunelthe,.iorn t'leyh -)ac exelo line, Wi.d.e Aro:1 
! 

8. TranJmission and Protection 
• 

In order to prevent excessive noise and crosstalk in the Cempany's 
System, an&tci insure a reaaonable degree: of quality in theCarrieres 
System, the Carrier agrees to conform to the transmission parameters 
detailed in Senedule D (Transmission and Protection Criteria)'attached 
hereto. 	. 

Each of the partiea hereto will take reasonable precautions in the 
location, construction and maintenance of its faCrlities for pro-
tection against hazard or injury and so as-not to interfere with 
services or facilities furnished bythe other party, The Carrier 
agrees to conform to the minimum  protection standards listed In 
Schedule p (Transmission and Proteftion Criteria) attached hereto. 

. 	, 
The Company .may make reasonable  tests and, inspections and maY upon 

.:hotide to  the Carrier, interrupt the  service  being rendered by means 
of the 'facilities being tested or inspected, Or may, without àuch 
notice, interrupt the service rendered hereunder in:case the iacilities 
of. Ebc .  Carrier  fail for any reason to operate inaccordance with the 
requirements bereunder;•until the Situation is corrected. .The'Carrier 
will'indenify and save'the.Company harmless froM and againstany • 
claims 	ci any nature ariaing out. of the operation or  main- 
tenance of the Carrier's facilities et arising:out of any interruption. . 
made in accordance .with.this paragraPh. • 

9. Records and'information  

Each party will keep acCurate records of'its transactions hereuhder, 
and suchrecords will be subject to inspection bythe other at all 

:reasonable times. Each party willfurnish-to the'other sUch- infor-
mation relating to the interchanged traffic covered-herein  as  may 

 reasonably be required. 

10. Defaults or. Violations 

If either party hereto defaUlts dr: violates anyproyisien'of this 
Agreement, and if such default or.  Violation  shall not have been 
corrected within thirty (30)days H afear written notice thereof - is 
given to the. defaulting party, the other Party may terminate this 
Agreement forthwith; with or without'ony additienal notice, 

• 11. No Waiver 	• 
• . 	. 

- 	The failure ,of either party- to enforce any of the provisions of 
this Agreement or the waiver thereof in any instance shall not be 
censtrued as à general waiver or relinquishment on'its part of anY 
such provision, but the same.shalli_nevertheless, be and remain,in 

• full.force and effect. 

Service -Phu, or private line in conetc.e.-.lori with  one-way signalin; 
traffic. 

- 	. 	• 
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This AgzcemLnt shall'be effective as of the  date first-herein 
mentioned'and, unless sooner terminated as herein provided, -  shall 
continue in force until terminased by . ninety (90) days prior written -
notice from either party  to  the ather. 	. 

• 
13. Notices 

. 	• 
Notices under this Agreement may  be  given by posting in first 
class mail to the Carrier addressed as follows:' 

• • 
• nn 

- 
and to the Company address -às follows: 

Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph Company 

14. Assignment  

This Agreement may notbe assigned or transferted'by.either 
party withqut the prior written consent  of thé othet; provided, 
howeVer, that the Company may aséign at 'transfer this Agreement 
to its successor, associated or affiliated cempanies without the 
'prior written consent of the Carrier; and provided further  that 

 such  consent  will not be unreasnnAbly . i.g4 t-hhcld. 
• • •• 

IN. WITNESS WHEREOF, the Company has Caused this Agreement to 
be executed in its behalf this 	 day  of 	,  19, and  
the Carrier has causectthis agreement to be executed in its behalf 
this 	 day  of  	, 

•  By 	• 

Title   
	 . 

'THE MOUNTAINSTATESTELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY 

• ' 	By 

-- 	Title 
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Between TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH C01...TANY 

and 

. 	SCHEDULE A 

Attached to and made a part of 

INTERCONNECTION AGREEMENT 

Effective as of 

gopy•of-Licensè 

• 

Identified and Approved this 
day of 	 , 19 

By 	  

Title' 

By 	  

Title 

• -Al- 

•• 



Between 

and 

SCHEDULF. B 

Attached to and made a part of 

INTERCONNECTION AGREEMENT 

TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY 
a 

Effective_as of 

Man Of Reliable Service Area • 

Identified end Approved this - 
day of 	 , 19- . 

By 

;ritle 	 

By 

Title 	 



Between 

and 

- 	SCHEDULE C 	. 

Attached to and made a part of 

INTERCONNECTION AGREEMENT 	- 

TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH - COMPANY .  

Effective as of 

Operational Diagramz  Facilities & Equipment  

Identified and Approved this 
day of 	, 19 

By 

Title' 

By 

, Title . 



A«ached tc. and made 4. part of 

INTERCONNECTION AGREEMENT 

Be tw e en 

and 

Effective as of 

• 
Transassion-and.Protection Criteria 

Transmission  Requirements  

• The equipment of the Company and of-the Carrier shall be of 

such character and shall be installed, operated and maintained by, each 

so as not to cause induced sound or crosstalk to or from circuits of 

the other. In addition the equipment of the Carrier shall be of 

such character and shall be installed, operated and maintained so as 	. 

not to cause number selection errors in, or malfunctions of, the Company's 

switching equipment. 
• 

The control equipment utilized by the Carrier which is to be 
connected with the Company is to he fabricated in accord with generally 
accepted "telephone quality"  standards. In addition, the control equip-
ment must, in the opinien of the Cume.ny, Le Lowpietely uolupeLrule with 
the central office with which it is to be connected. 

At the point of connection with the:connecting  circuit  facili-

ties furnished hereunder, the Carrier shall 'filrnish for each radio one-may 
'selective signaling circuit to be connected, a balanced two-wire facility 

through a 900 ohm source impedance. In order to protect thé.teleceveuni-
cations netWork  and the,  services furnished .  to the general public by the 

Company.from harmful effects, any signal applied to the Interconnecting 
- Arrangement from the Carrier provided equipment muat complywith the 

following criteria: 
• 

a. To prevent exçessive  noise  and.crosstaik in the . 	- 

network.it  is necessary that the compositepoWer 	- 
of  the signal  which may be applied by the Cartier . 
provided equipment to the Company  maY.not exceed 
12dB below,  one milliwàtt at the Company's:central ' 	- • 

Ulfice:wee-Weragdd-dver any . three second.inter- 	. . 
val. .  The' composite  power level at the point of  

- connection will be derived by the Company  by'acid- 
ing connecting cable losses to the  above  figure  
and yill be specified in writing. In no ease 

• will the maximum level at  the 'point of inter-.  
connection exceed OdBm when 'averaged over any. . 
three second interval. 
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SCHEDULE D CContlà) 

b. To protect other services it is necessary that 
the eignal Which is applied by the Carrier pro- 
vided equipment to the Company connecting  arrange- 
vient located on the Carrier's premises meet the 
following limits: 

(1) The power in the band from 3,995 
Hertz to 4,005 Hertz shall be at 
lenst-ISdB below the power of the 
signal as specified in a. above. 

(2) The power in the band from 4,000 
Hertz to 10,000 Hertz shall not 
exceed 16dB below one milliwatt. 

(3)  

(4)  

•The power in the band 
Hertz to 25,000 Hertz 
exceed 24dB below one 

The power in the band 
Hertz to 40,000 Hertz 
exCeed 36dB below one 

from 10,000 
shall not 
milliwatt. 

from 25,000 
shall not 
milliwatt. 

(5)  •Thc per iu the band  aluVe-  40,000 
Hertz Shall not exceed 50dB below 

• one milliwatt. 

co To prevent the interruption or disconnection of 
a call or interference with network control sig- 

• . naling, it is'necessary that the signal applied 
by the Carrier provided equipment to the Company's 
facilities at no . time haveenergy solely•in the 
2,450  to 2;750 Hertz band. If signal power is * 
*Present in the 2,450 to 2,750 Hertz band, it must 
not exceed the power present at the same time in 
the 800 to  2,450  Hertz band. 
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D (Con:: r d) . 

-Connecting Circuit Requirements. 

A connecting circuit termination' shall be provided by the . 
Carrier for each connecting circuit furnished  as partof the Inter-' 
connecting Arrangement by the Company. The connecting circuit ter-
mination shall comply with the following criteria: 

a. Battery . and ground shall be provided . to  the InterconneCting 
Arrangement through balanced primary and secondary windings 

• of a Western Electric Company 292B relay or equivalent. 
(As used in this exhibit, '1attèry" means the negative 
terminal of a direct current (D.C.) source whose voltage 
is within 45 to 50 volts and  • hose positive terminal is 
grounded. '"Ground" as  used  .in  this exhibit..is - a Conducting 
connectien, whether intentional or accidental, between an 
electrical circuit Or eqnipment and earth,. or tà some  con- . 

• ducting body which serves in place of earth.) - 

b. Off-hook and on-hock conditions shall present the following 

conditions to the Interconnecting Arrangement. 

Off-Hook-Battery on Tip .Conductor (first conductor) 
Ground on Ring Conductor (second conductor) 

On-Hook -Ground on Tip Conductor (first conductor) 
Battery on Ring Conductor (second conductor) 

et Th  c Off-Hccl: condition etus't be provided from rile time 
a call is accepeed for storage or radio transmission 
until the telephone connection is released by the 
terminal. 

d. The On-Hook condition must be provided at all other 
times, inclucUng the dial pulsing interval and intercept. 

e. The alternating current iMpedance from tip conductor of 
, the connetting  circuit  termination to ground:shall be 

equal tothe imPedance from  the  ring condnctor : to ground, . 
. The conneeting circuit termination will, thua:, prèsenta. 
-balanced termination with respect to ground.' 	f.  

f. The connecting circuit termination must tolerate 30,000 
ohms of leakage resistance between conductors Or either 

. conductor tO groUnd. 	 - 



SCHEDULE D (Cont'd) 

cinA. Supervif;ory SinaLs 

a. .Seizurc by the Company's switChing equipment shall consist ' 
of a shunt between tip and ring conductors of the Intercon-
necting Atrangeman. The uotal resistance of the loop. 
(connecting circuit and terminating circuit) Must not exceed 

ohms. Éelease by the Company's switching equipment sha ll ' - 
consist of opening the aforementioned shunt. 

Pulsing'consists of momentary removals ,  of the.loop . shunt,. 
Pulsing characeristics of the Company's switching-equip-7. 	• 

ment is 	. 
• 	• 

Pulsing Rate 	5 to 11  Pulses per second,  
Pulse:Shape 	• 59.5 to , 67.5% Break 
Interdigital Time 540 to 660 : millisecOndS .  

c. The Company shall transmit (3)*three digits tà the Cartier. , 

The nature of thèse digits is determined. by the type ' 
of switching equipment employed  by.  the Company t.OE serve the . 
Carrier. Therefore, in certain casàs,.one Of the.three 

. digits may .not correspond directly.to  a dialed digit. . 

d. An audible "fast" buey signal .shall be returned to the calling 
party by the Company's switching equipment when all the con-
necting circuits of the Interconnecting Arrangement are busy. 
The  "fast" buay sià.4a1 eUlaULM to the following: 

Interruptions 	120 per minute 
Frequency 	combined 480 Hz and 620Hz, 

. each -I- 5% 

e. All the connecting circuits of the Interconneeting Arrangement 
are periodically tested for the proper Battery and Ground 	' 
conditions. When such  tests show that the connecting circuits 
do not have the correct voltages, the circuits theraby found 
defective shall be removed by the Company from service. 

f. Each connecting circuit termination shall have the ability 
to accept numt;ers pulsed to it by the Interconnecting Ar-
rangement without delay. The Company's switching office 
shall out-pulse digits to the Paging Terminal as soon às 
it seizes the connecting circuit. 

g. The Paging Terminal shall be arranged• to  return to the 
calling party an approptiate recorded announcement in-
dicating that the one-way selective signaling call has 
been sentor is being processed. 
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h. The Paging Terminal nhall be arranged to return "ringing 
tone" to tha calling Party during suCh interval as may 
occur between pulsing Completion  and • the return .of a 
recorded anuouncamt4nt. 	• 	• 

"Ringing Tone" shall'consist of the following: 

Frequency 	420Hz + 107. 
Modulation 40 Hz 

• 
•'Protection Requirementa  

a. Surge VOltage Protection 

The Carrier is responsible for providing protection, 
internal to his equipment and facilities, against surges 
and hazardous voltages from his equip ..ilent and facilities 
applied to the Company's facilities. 

' b. Voltage Limitations 

If it is necessary for the Carrier to apply an 
operational voltage to facilities interconnected with 

- the Company's facilities, the following limitations 
are provided to protect personnel and Company facilities.. 

• Steady-state voltages applled by the Carrier shalL• 
not exceed the following mximum,voltage, --  any conductor • 
to grOund or conductor n to .conductor: •dc 135 volts, ac' 
50 volts (RMS):. 	 • 

c. Grounding ' 

To prevent the.connecting circuit being at an 
indeterminate potential with respect to ground, it 
is mandatoey that commercially powered 'equipment be 
grounded in accordance with applicable electrical Codes, 
and bonded to the telephone protector ground with a 
continuous (unspliced) wire. This lead shall not be 
fused. 

Identified and Approved this 
day of 	,19_  

By 

Title 

By 	  

Title 
•••• 	• 



SCHEDULE E • 

Attached to and made a part of 

. INTERCOMMECTION .\OREEME:NT 

Between 

and 

. 	Effective as of 	• 	. 

Schedule of Charges 

. . 	
:. 	Charge cr . Tariff . . 	. 	. 	. 

Itein 	. 	 - Reference  . 	. 

Identified and Approved this 
day of 	, 19 	. 

By 	  

Title. 

By 

 Title 
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APPENDI X 

Sample Contract Between Telephone Companies 
and Interconnected Independent Public Mobile 
Radio Services. 



MISCULL=OUS CMÎON C,MIER INTERCONNEC:ION ACUEMENT-DIA1, MDSIe 

Thin ArRET is.  made  this 	day-of 	 • • , 19. ...e... 
between The rountein Statee Telephone .and Telegraph-Company, (here-
inafter rteL'erred to ae the "Company") and 	 

, (hereinafter referred -to as the 	
. 

"Carrier"). 

WHEREAS, the Company owns and operates a . telecommunications 
system in certain 	 - towns and cities and, throuGh agreee 
meat!' with Associan-d-Ï707D-r-b-onnecting Companies provides telecome 
municeteone sere -:.eethroushout the .State of 
and in other steteS; and 

WHEREAS, the Carrier operates a land mobile 'service System 
to a „lice.n$E1 issued by the Federal Communications CommisSion 

to the Carrier -  ae a Miscellaneous CoMmon Carrier in the Domestic 	- 
Public Lend Mobile. Radio .Service; and hae.obtained a certificate Of 
convenience and necessity from and has filed tariffs with the aPpropriate -
Regulatecy  Commission of the State of 	 and the . ee_ 
Carrier represents that it is complying with the rules end regUlatione • 
of said commissions; and . 	. 

WHEREAS, the Carrier, in order to facilitate the handling of 
° its - beeinese as a Miscellaneous Comiaon Carrier, desires connectien 

between irs system and the Company's system for the interchange of 
traffic ove t'ee ecieceeetuttieetluea u: the Cumkeety anti iLS 
Aocateri. aed/or Connectins Coupanies; 

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideratien  of the covenants end under--: 
stendinge hereinafter cOntained, it ib mutuallyeagreed  as  follows: 	e: 

• 1. Definitions 	• 
• • 

For Purpose àf this Agreemeni.., the * following definitionà shall 

aPPlY: 

A. Auxiliary Base Station. A supplemental Base Station:Which 
is located in such'aeway as to-enhance.or ietrease .the 
Reliable Service Area of the principal Base Station.•.It .  

• * operates simultaneously with; and'. on the same frequency 
• as, the principal Base Station.. 	 . 

B . Base Station. A fixed transmitter licensed by the Federal 
Communieetions Commission  from which' radio communication s .  
are tràneeitted and received to  and from the Carrier'smobile 
stetione. 	 . 	. 
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. Carrier's System.  Th c Carrier's SYstem is a two-way communi- 
crtions network, in the Land Mobile Service, which  serves• 

a single community of interest. The communications network . 
may employ Auxiliary'rransmittere,,and . may employ more than 
one Base. Strltjoul,nien sorted by a sinle Point of Connectiun. 
Mobile Stations, licensed aural Subscriber Stations, and . 
Temporary Fixed Stations as defined in the Rules  and Regula-• 
tions of the Federal Communications Commission may be.èmployed - 
as part  of the Carrier's System,. 

D. Company's System.  The  Company's System is the exchange and 
toll network . of the Company and Its interconnecting.CompanieS& 

. 	. 	. 	. 	. 
E. Control Point. A Control Point.ia an operating position .  

under  the  control and suparvision of  the Carrier at 
which an opurator responsible for the operatienof the • 
transmitter is stationed. . 	 . . . 	 . 

F. Intercept. A recorded massage to inform the calling party of • 
disconnected, invalid, or unassigned numbers. 

G. "Interchanged" traffic. • Communications  effected ,  through-  à . 
direct electrical, acoustical, inductive or mechanical 
connection between the system of the Company and the  System' 
of the  Carrier including messages relaYed by the Carrier's: 
operators by means of a recording deviee. 

H. Interconnecting Arrangement. An interfaCe furnished by the 
Company tointe .;:connect the Company's System,and the Carrier's 
System. 

• 
1. Primary Ser.ving Telephone ED.change. The:Company .% telephone: 
• exchange wholly or partly within the Reliable Service Area 

of the Carrier% System, designated by the Carrier as the 
primary exchange from.which connecting . circuits will be 

. furnished to the Carrier. 

J. Point of Connection. A point on the preMises of the' • 
Carrier within the Reliable Service Area of the Carrier's 
System at whiéh the land mobile service' syStem  of the 
Carrier joins the Company's System. The Point of 
Connection is-usually at the Control point of the ' 
Carrier. 	• 	 • 

K. "Relayee,'"forWarded" or. "dispatched" messages. Messages.. 
 taken by the Carrier's operators from•a party calling on 

one system  and  repeated aftet a time  inter-val to.a.party • 
on another system. 

Dial Mobile 



• L. Eelleble Service Area. The area within which radio commeni- 
. cations are reliably sent and received between Carrier's 

mebile stetions and the Base Station as  defined in Sectioa 
C/t.: ll.eles and Eegulationa of the Federal  Con ni-

cations Coemission. 

M. Secondary Serving Telephone Exchanges. The Company's telephone 
exchanges (other than the Primary Serving Telephone Exchange) 
wholly or partly within the Reliable Service Area of the Carrier's 

System from which connecting circuits may also be furnished. 

•2. Traffic Interchanged 

The paetlee shall interchange.  traffic between the system 
operated by the Cemeany aud the system operated by the Carrier upon 
the  terms and conditions 'stated in this Agreement. 	. 	. 

The traffic to be interchanged under this Agreement shall 
. only be such traffic  •as may be transmitted to or received from 
mobile stations at locations •within the Reliable Service Area of 
the Carrier's System as defined in Section 1 hereof and as shown 
on the map attached hereto and marked Schedule B. 

The Point of Connection for the interchange of traffic through 
the Carrier's System described in Section 3 is located on premises 
at 

• 
The Carrier will  net  interchange traffic from or to any 

communiCatione system:other than the Carrier''s SYStem deseribed 
in bection 3 hereof and then only as specifically authorized and . 

agreed herein. The Carrier shall not perform landlina switching. 

3. Feel2ities 

Each party will construct, equip, maintain and operate its 
system so that good and adequate service will be furnished to the 
public at all times. 

The connecting circuits for the interchange of traffic will 
be fnrniehed to the Carrier from the Primary Serving Telephone Exchange 
to the Point of Connection designated in Section 4 hereof and will be 
used only for the interchange of traffic hereunder. At the Carrier's 
request, additional connecting circuits may be furnished to the 
Carrier from Secondary Serving Telephone Exchanges to the Point of 
Connection. 

Certain components of the Carrier's System are set out in 
the Cartier's  current radio station construction permit or'license or 
licensee attaclu-u.1 hereto as Schedule A. The Carrier will promptly 
furnish the Company with its radio license when available (if not 
attached at the time this Agreement is executed) and with every re-
issuance of eaid license or licenses and all modifications thereof, 
for attachment to this Agreement as a revision of Schedule A. 

A map showing the Reliable Service Area of the barrier's System 
is attached hereto as Schedule B. ' • 
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3. Facil.itie» (Centinued) 

Connecting circuits, mode of operation, Base and other classes 
of stations aasociated wi.1 the Carrier's System and their relative 
locations, Control Point(a), and Point Of Connection are shown on 
Schedule C attached hereto. Notiée of any significant changes to be 
made  in the Carrier's System, as described in Schedule C, shall be 
given to the Company in advance, and in. no case later than ten days : 

 after an application has been filed with the Federal Communications 
. Commission for said changes. •The. Carrier also  agrees to : promptly -
furnish the Company proposed reviaions of Schedules B and C to re- • 
fleet any significant changes to be made in its system. 

4. Rates and Chare.7.es 

Rates and Charges for connecting circuits, interconnection 
equipment and other associated items as designated in Schedule C 
are thown on Schedule E (Schedule of Charges) and shall be in 
accordance with the appropriate company tariff or in absence of 
filed tariff, special charges will apply as indicated. 

Timing and Ticketing of Long Distance Message Telecommunica-
tions Service (LDMTS) traffic originating at points in the Carrier's 
.System, will be performed by the Company. On interchanged LDMTS 
traffic the Company will bill the Carrier the lawful LDMTS tariff 	. 
chargea for messages sent paid from, received collect to or charsed 
to, points on the Carrier's System. 

All Carrier charges will be based upon the 
and will be handled directly between the Carrier and its customers. 

The Carrier will be responsible to the Company for the payment' 
qof  all chargea of the Company  incurred bY the Carrier's customers.. 

5. Connectinm_pircuits 

All traffic interchanged between the Company's SysteM and the 
Carrier's System shall be interconnected solely oVer the circuits and 
faeilities authbrized by thip Agreement and in accordance with : the 
terms and conditions of this Agreement and the Company's applicable 
tariffo. 

The Carrier will handle all interchanged traffic over the 
connecting circuits to be provided under this Agreement (which are 
specifically designated- for the. interconnection use on Schedule 
attached hereto), and will not use any local telephone exchange line, 
foreign telephone exchange line, Wide Area Telephone Service line, 
or private line . in connection with interchanged traffic. 	I.  
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6. Transmission and Protection 

In  order to prevent excesSive noise and crobatalk in the 

Company's System; and to insure a reasonable degree of quality in 

the Carrier  's System, the Carrier agrees to conform to the trans-

mission  parameters detailed in•Schedule.D  (Transmission and Protec-

tio n Criteria) attached hereto. 

Each of the parties hereto will take reasonable precautions 
in the location, construction and maintenance of its facilities for 

protection against . hazard ov Injury and $o as not to interfere with . 
services or facilities furnisheà by thg Othgr• party. The Carrier 

agrees to confocm to ..the minimum protcetieri Standards listed in 
Schedule D (Transmis4Ïgà'and - Protecticin Criteria)•attachdd.hereto. 

The Company may make reilsonable tests and inspections And 

may upon notice to the Carrier, interrupt the service being:ren-, 
 dered by means of the facilities being tested or inspected - or May, 

without such notice, interrupt the service rendered hereunder in 	• 

casa the facilities of the Carrier fail  for  any reason.to'operate 
in accordance with the requirements hereunder, until the Situation 

is corrected. The Carrier will indemnify and save the Company 
harmless  front and against any elàims or'demand$ of any nature aris-

ing out of the Operation or maintenance of the .Carrier's facilities 
or arising . out of aeY interruption made inaCcordante with this 

• paragraph. 	 • 

7. Payment of Chares 

The Carrier is responsible for payment monthly, or on demand, 

of all charges for facilities and services furnished the 'Carrier. 

If the bill is not paid within 30 days following the date of 

the bill, the Company may, upon 5 days written notice, terminate this 

Agreement and sever interconnection with the Carrier. 

8. Records  and  Information 

Each party will keep accurate records of its transactions 
hereunder, and such  records  will be subject to inspection by the 
other at all reasonable times. Each party will furnish to the 
other such information relating to the interchanged traffic covered 
herein as may reasonably be required. 

9. Nuitiber_Assignments 	 . 
• • • • 	• 

Telephone numbers for interconneeted lines will be assigned - 
at the Company's option and may be:changed tOE Meet the ComPany's 
service and facility requirements .  from tiMe to-time. If feasible., 
notice of at least 30'days will be given.by the Companyprior to. 
any ouch number change. 
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.14. Assignment . - 

This Agreement may not he essigngd or transferred by either 
party'without the prior written consent of the other; provided, - 
however, that the Company may assign or transfer this  Agreement  to 
its successor, associated or affiliated companies withoUt the prior 
writtgn consent of the Carrier. 

IN WITNESS IIIIEREOF, the Company has caused this Agreement to 
be executed in its behalf this 	day of 	,19 , and 
the Carrier has caused this Agreement to be executed in its behalf 
this 	day of 	,  19_ .  ' 

By 

Title 

* THE MOUNTAIN  STATES TELEPHONE:AND .  TELEGRAPH.Cœ4MNY -

By 

Title 
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By 

Title - 

-Al' 

.....n••n•n••• 
• 

SCHEDULE A 

' Attached to and made a part of 	• 

. 	INTERCONNECTTON.AGREEMZNT 

Between THE MOUNTAZUSTATES . TELEFHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY .:  • 

and 
•••n•••nn•••••••n•nnnnn•••••nn• 

Effective as•of' 

Copy  of License 
.-.. • 

Identgied and Approved this. 
day of 	 19' 

By . • 	- - 

Title_ 	. • 

THE MOUNTAIN STATES TELEPHONE AND TELEGgAPH COàPANY 



• SCHEDULE B 

Attached to and made a part of 

INTERCONNECTION AGREEMENT 

Between THE MOUNTAIN .  STATES TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY 

and 

. Effective as of 

Map  of Reliable Service Area 

• 

Identified and Approved this 
day of 	 , 19 	. 

By 

Title 

THE MOUNTAIN STATES TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY 

By  

Title 



- SCHEDULE C 	• • 

Attached to•and made a part of' 

. INTERCONNECTION AGREEMENT 

Between THE MOUNTAIN STATES TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY 

and 

• Effective as of 

Operational Diagram, Facilities & Equipment 

Identified and Appreved this 
day.of 	, 19 

BY 

Title 

THE MOUNTAIN STATES.TELEPHONE AND. TELEGRAPH COMPAM 

By 

Title 



SCHEDULE D 

Attached to and made a part of 

INTERCONNECTION AGREEMENT . 

Between THE MOUNTAIN STATES TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY 

and 

Effective as of 

Transmission  and Protection Criteria  

Tranmiqqion Requirements 

The equipment-of . the Company and of the Carrier shall»be of 
such character and shall be installed, operated and Maintained by 
each so as not to CauseA.nduced sound ox crosstalk to or from cir-
cuits of the other. In addition the equipment Of  the Carrier  shall 
be of such character and shall be installed; olierated and maintained 
so as not.to  cause number selection errors  in, or malfunCtiOns .of, 
the Company's switching equipment. 

The control equi-Pment utilized bv  the Carrier  which is to be 	. 

connected with the Company is to be fabticated in accord with generally 
accepted'"telephone quality" standards. In addition, the control equip- 

mut, in L;Itt opinion of the Company, be - comeliély cuoPatible with 
the central office with which it is to be connected. _ 	. 

At the Point of Connection with the connecting circuit facili-
ties furnished hereunder, the Carrier shall furnish for each radio line 
circuit to be connected, a balanced two-wire facility through a 900 ohm 
source inpedance. In order to protect the telecommunications network 
and the services furnished to the general public by the Company from 
harmful effects, the signal from the Carrier provided equipment must 
comply with the following criteria: 

a. To preventlexcessive noise and crosstalk in the  
network itiis necessary that the'composite -poWer 
of the signal which may be applied by  the  Carrier 
provided equipment to the Company may not exceed • 
12dB be1oW one milliwatt at - the Company's centra l. 
office when averaged over any three -seCond  inter-
val. The The Composite power level at  the point of . 
connection will,be derived.by the Company by add.-, 
ing Conneeting cable losses to the above figure 
and will be specified in writing. In no case 
will the maximum level at the point of . inter7 - 
Connection exceed OdBm when .averaged . over any 
three second interval. 	• . . 
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SCHEDULE D.(Cont'd) 

b. To protect other serviees it is necessary that 
the signai  which is applied by the Carrier pro- 

. 	mided equipment to the Company connecting arrange- 
. ment located on the Carrier's  promises  meet the 

4 

following limits: 

(1) The power in the band from 3,995 
Hertz to 4,005 Hertz shall . be  at. 
.least 18dB below the power of the • 

• signal as specified in a. above. 

(2) The power in the . band from 4,000 
Hertz to 10,000 Hertz shall not 
exceed. 16dB below one- milliwatt. 

(3) The power in the band frem 10,000 
Hertz-to  25,000 Hertz  shall not 
exceed 24CB beloW onemilliwatt, 

(4) The power in the band from 25,000 
• : 'Hertz to 40,000 Hertz:Shall not 
• exceed 36dB below one Milliwatt. 

(5) The power in the band above 0,000' 
Hertz shall not exceed 50dB belOw. 
One milliwatt. 

c. To preyent the interruption or diSconnection of 
a call or interference with network control sie. 
naling, it is necessary that the signal applied. 
by the Carrier provided equiPment to the Company's' 
facilities at ne time have energy solely in the 

 2,450 to  2,750  Hertz band. If  signal  power  is 
present  j:  the 2,450 to 2,150 Hertz band, it'must 
not exceed . the power present at the àame time in 
the 800 tip 2,450 Hertz band. 	:I 

Rotary Dial Sii.,,nalieRequirements 

Rotary dial signaling and control equipment proVided by 'the 
Carrier which is connected to the - Company's . equipment shall be ar-
ranged for full duplex transmission utilizitig a- -separatelalanced - 
two wire line for each mobile unit  and  comply with the folIoWing 
criteria: 

a. Minimum insulation resistance:between leads of 
the Connected balanced pairs is 15,000 ohms, 
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• 	b.. 	In  the "c.n-hool." coadlif.on, an open .cireitit 
shati tie  presouLvd  tu the  Çac:  Li. I t L e o L Cite  
tWupauy. • In L1 	''-i<  '' condition, the dc 
realstanee pre.iented to the CoMpany i s facili- . 

 tiea by the Carrier's equipment. shall not ex-_ • 
ceed 	ohms. 

•c. The Carrier's equipment shall'be compatible 
with   of the Company's 

. 	central office: equipment. I , 

d. Dial pulses shall consist of the alternate . 
removal and'reapplication of à shunt, not 
exceeding _ ohms, across the Connected 
balanced pair. The repetition • rate  of these . 
•open pulses shall be not. less than 9.5 hor 
more than 10.5 per second with a- 58 percent 

4 percent, break'( tton7hoOk"). 

e. When all the mobile channels are in .use, 
the 'Carrier's equipment shall respond to . a . 
ringing signal from the.Companyi s equipment 
on any line by applying a dc Shunt.not exr-' 
ceeding 550 ohms across the line for a period 

. not exceeding 22 seconds,: after whiCh the • 
Carrier's equipment shall apply  an audible 	. 
telephone busy signal which eenforms to  the 

 120 per minute  
. . 	frequency 	combined•480 Hz and 620  Hz  

ea:eh 4. 5% 	• 	• • 

	

. harmonic distortion 	40dB below . fundamental • 
• • 	• - level 	. 	-36dBm (atcentral office) 

f. To prevent permanently tieing up a line circuit . 
in the event a mobile  unit drives  Out of the , 
cOverage area while eennected i  the-Carrier Shall 
arrange his equipment to be automatically dis-
connected,after  3 Minutes laPsed time With loss. 
of signal from the connected -Mobile:unit. 

• • 
Protection Requirements.' 

A. Surge Voltage Protection 

- The Carrier  is responsible for providing 
.protection, internal to his equipment and 
facilities, against : surges and hazardous 
voltages fromhis equipment and'facilities- 
applied to the Company's facilitieà. 
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bib 

By 

Title 

*1•nnnn•••nnn 

SCHEDULE D (Cont‘d), 

B. Volbc Limiration 

4 

If it is necessary for the Carrier to 
. apply an operational voltage to . facilities 
interconnected with the Company's facilities, 

• the following limitations are provided to 
protect personnel and Company facilities. 

Steady-state voltages applied by the Carrier 
shall not exceed the following maximum voltage, 
any conductor to ground or conductor to con-
ductor: dc 135 volts, ac 50 volts  (ENS).  

C. Grounding . 

To prevent the connecting circuit being 
at an indeterminate potential with respect to 
ground, it is mandatory that commercially. . 
powered equipment be grounded in accordance 
with applicable electrical codes, and bonded . 

 to the telephone protector groundwith a con- 
tinuous (unspliced) wire. This'lead shall not 
.be fused. 	 • _ . 

Identified and Approved this 
_day of 	, 19 

By 

• Title 

THE MOUNTAIN STATES TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY 
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SCHEDULE E 

.Attached to and made a part of 

INTERCONNECTION AGREEMENT 

Between THE MOUNTAIN STATES TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY 

and 

Effective as of 

Schedule of Charmes 

Charge or Tariff 
Reference 

Identified and Approved this 
day of 	• 	, 19 

By 

Title  	 • 

THE MOUNTAIN STATES TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY 

By 

Title 

Item 



APPENDIX K 

EXTRACT FROM GENERAL REGULATIONS APPLICABLE TO BELL CANADA 

Rule 3 - The Company does not transmit messages but merely provides 
the service and equipment which enable those entitled to 
use them so to do. 

Rule 42 - In the case of mobile telephone service, the Company 
undertakes, in connection with signalling service, 
only to transmit a signal for the purpose of activating 
a signal on the mobile unit, and accepts no responsibility 
for the transmission of further intelligence. 
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